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The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) Matrix 

|Vub |exlc. ∼ 4 % ,

|Vcb | ∼ 2 % ,

R. Coutinho (UZH)
43

The Unitary Triangle
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“The” Unitarity Triangle

● measure the lengths of the two sides: CP conserving quantities

● measure all three angles: CP violating quantities (angles = phases !)

● many observables → overconstraint determination of triangle

consistency check of Standard Model !
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Measure the lengths of the two sides: CP conserving quantities  

Measure all three angles: CP violating quantities (angles = phases !) 

Many observables → overconstraint determination of triangle  

Consistency checks of Standard Model ! 

|Vqb|  current precision
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The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

● Quarks: Weak eigenstates mixture of #avour eigenstates

● Allows for quark mixing

● Contains CP-violating phase

What we want to measure

V
CKM
=

What we measure 

• Mixing of quarks of different generations 
• Important test of CKM sector  
• So far huge success for SM 
• Precise determination of  Vub / Vcb provides a benchmark 

for testing NP in other processes  
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The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

● Quarks: Weak eigenstates mixture of #avour eigenstates

● Allows for quark mixing

● Contains CP-violating phase

What we want to measure

V
CKM
=

What we measure 
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Hierarchy(of(the(CKM(Matrix
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• Wolfenstein Parametrization:  Expansion in λ = sin θC ≈ 0.22     
  (4 parameters: λ ≈ 0.22, A≈ 1, ρ, η)

A2�4 ⌘ |Vcb|2

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
�2 ⌘ |Vus|2

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
⇢̄+ i⌘̄ = �VudV

⇤
ub

VcdV
⇤
cb

• Mixing of quarks of different generations 
• Important test of CKM sector  
• So far huge success for SM 
• Precise determination of  Vub / Vcb provides a benchmark 

for testing NP in other processes  
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Semileptonic B decays
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Semileptonic B Decays
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� Natural probe for |Vub| and |Vcb|

� Decay rate Γx ≡ Γ(b → xAν) ∝ |Vxb|2

� Γc larger than Γu by a factor ~50
� Extracting b → uAν signal challenging

� Sensitive to hadronic effects
� Must understand them to extract |Vub|, |Vcb|
� Use data to bolster theory

b
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Parton level
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• Decay rate Γx ≡ Γ(b → xν) ∝ |Vxb|2  

• Γc larger than Γu by a factor ~50 

• Extracting b →u  signal challenging 

Decay properties directly depend on |Vcb| 
& |Vub| and mb  

perturbative regime 

But quarks are bound by soft gluons: 
non-perturbative  

long distance interactions of b quark with 
light quark 
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� Sensitive to hadronic effects
� Must understand them to extract |Vub|, |Vcb|
� Use data to bolster theory
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The decay channels used to study     
|Vub|, |Vcb| and their relative phase 
are all dominated by tree diagrams

(↵n
s )
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Semileptonic methods to measure |Vxb|
Inclusive Approach (B→ Xclν) 
• B Meson acts like a b quark which means that 

the decay can be described as b→c, u quark 
transition. 

• Calculated with Heavy Quark Expansion.
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 114 (2015), 061802)

Exclusive Approach Β→ D*lν / Β→ π lν 
• Hadronic transitions for B→ D*/B→ π 

described with form factors. LQCD and LCSR 
• Theoretically calculable at kinematical 

limits 
• Lattice QCD works if D* or π is at rest 

relative to B (arXiv:1203.1204)

�5

Exclusive |Vcb| Inclusive |Vcb|Exclusive |Vub| Inclusive |Vub|

|Vcb| x 10-3

• Measurements come from 

• Determine non-B contributions using data below           threshold. 
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Recent Measurements of |Vcb| and |Vub| at Belle

Phys. Rev. D 100, 052007
B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`

1. Measurement of the CKM matrix element  
|Vcb| from                              at Belle

2. Measurement of the |Vub| from B ! µ⌫̄ Presented at EPS 2019
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|Vcb|
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Decay Rate and Observables of 
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B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`

HQET relates the 3 FF’s to each other through Heavy Quark Symmetry, leaving 3 free parameters that 
are determined experimentally. 

R1(w) = V/A1

R2(w) = A2/A1

�2(w) = �dF/dw|w=1

�� , �⇥,⇥

Heavy Quarks and Leptons Melbourne 2008      Phillip Urquijo
5

d�(B0 � D�⇧+⇥⇥)
dwd cos �⇥ cos �V d�

=
G2

F |Vcb|2

48⇤3
F (w, �⇥, �V ,⌅)G(w)

Differential decay rate

HQ symmetry (b and c mass infinite) predicts a single 
universal FF, normalised to 1 at zero recoil. 

Incorporates 3 non-trivial form factors 
A1(w),  A2(w), and V(w).

Amplitude ratios:

Curvature:

Using parameterisation to extract 3 parameters from 4 observables in the data: w,

Caprini et al., Nucl. Phys. B530 153 (1998).
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|Vcb| and Form factors from B → D* l ν

w ⇥ M2
B + M2

D� � q2

2MBMD�

D* boost in the B rest frame

Experimentally clean, a check of inclusive methods.

Phase space

5

Form factor of B0→ D* transition phase space (known)

Differential decay rate

4

B meson decays are reproduced based on branching frac-
tions reported in Ref. [13]. The hadronization process
of B meson decays that do not have experimentally-
measured branching fractions is inclusively reproduced
by PYTHIA [14]. For continuum events, the initial quark
pair is hadronized by PYTHIA, and hadron decays are
modeled by EVTGEN. The final-state radiation from
charged particles is added using PHOTOS [15]. Detector
responses are simulated with GEANT3 [16].

B. Event reconstruction and selection criteria

Charged particle tracks are required to originate from
the interaction point, and to have good track fit quality.
The criteria for the track impact parameters in the r �
� and z directions are: dr < 2 cm and |dz| < 4 cm,
respectively. In addition we require that each track has
at least one associated hit in any layer of the SVD. For
pion and kaon candidates, we use likelihoods determined
using the Cherenkov light yield in the ACC, the time-of-
flight information from the TOF, and dE/dx from the
CDC.

Neutral D̄0 meson candidates are reconstructed in the
clean D̄0 ! K+⇡� decay channel. The daughter tracks
are fitted to a common vertex using a Kalman fit algo-
rithm, with a �2-probability requirement of greater than
10�3 to reject misreconstructed D̄0 candidates. The re-
constructed D̄0 invariant mass is required to be in a win-
dow of ±13.75 MeV/c2 from the nominal D0 mass, cor-
responding to a width of 2.5 �, determined from data.

The D̄0 candidates are combined with an additional
pion that has a charge opposite that of the kaon, to
form D⇤� candidates. Pions produced in this transi-
tion are close to the kinematic threshold, with a mean
momentum of approximately 100 MeV/c, hence are de-
noted slow pions, ⇡�

s . There are no SVD hit requirements
for slow pions. Another vertex fit is performed between
the D0 and the ⇡�

s and a �2-probability requirement
of greater than 10�3 is again imposed. The invariant
mass di↵erence between the D⇤� and the D̄0 candidates,
�M = MD⇤ � MD0 , is first required to be less than 165
MeV/c2 for the background fit, and further tightened for
the signal yield determination.

Although the contribution from continuum is relatively
small in this analysis, and is dominated by fake D⇤, we
further suppress prompt charm by imposing an upper
threshold on the D⇤ momentum of 2.45 GeV/c in the
center-of-mass (CM) frame (Fig. 1).

Candidate B mesons are reconstructed by combining
D⇤ candidates with an oppositely charged electron or
muon. Electron candidates are identified using the ra-
tio of the energy detected in the ECL to the momentum
of the track, the ECL shower shape, the distance between
the track at the ECL surface and the ECL cluster center,
the energy loss in the CDC (dE/dx) and the response of
the ACC. For electron candidates we search for nearby
bremsstrahlung photons in a cone of 3 degrees around
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FIG. 1. The D⇤ momenta in the CM frame, for on-resonance
and scaled o↵-resonance data. The dotted line shows the cut
applied for suppression of continuum.

the electron track, and sum the momenta with that of
the electron. Muons are identified by their penetration
range and transverse scattering in the KLM system. In
the momentum region relevant to this analysis, charged
leptons are identified with an e�ciency of about 90%,
while the probabilities to misidentify a pion as an elec-
tron and muon are 0.25% and 1.5% respectively [17] [18].
We impose lower thresholds on the momentum of the lep-
tons, such that they reach the respective particle iden-
tification detectors for good hadron fake rejection. Here
we impose lab frame momentum thresholds of 0.3 GeV/c
for electrons and 0.6 GeV/c for muons. We furthermore
require an upper threshold of 2.4 GeV/c in the CM frame
to reject continuum events.

III. DECAY KINEMATICS

b c

d d

⌫`

`+

W+

B0 D⇤�

FIG. 2. Tree level Feynman diagram for B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`.

The tree level transition of the B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` de-
cay is shown in Fig. 2. Three angular variables and the
hadronic recoil are used to describe this decay. The latter
is defined as follows:

w =
PB · PD⇤

mBmD⇤
=

m2

B + m2

D⇤ � q2

2mBmD⇤
, (3)

where PB and PD⇤ are four momenta of the B and the D⇤

mesons respectively, mB , mD⇤ are their masses, and q2 is

w ⌘ vB .vD⇤ =
m2

B +m2
D⇤ � q2

2mBmD⇤
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For B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫ : 1 < w < 1.504
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2. For many years:                  preferred due    
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Heavy quark limit 

•          : angle between lepton and B meson 
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Form factor parameterisation

�9

HQET relates the 3 FF’s to each other through Heavy Quark Symmetry, leaving 3 free parameters that 
are determined experimentally. 

R1(w) = V/A1

R2(w) = A2/A1

�2(w) = �dF/dw|w=1

�� , �⇥,⇥

Heavy Quarks and Leptons Melbourne 2008      Phillip Urquijo
5

d�(B0 � D�⇧+⇥⇥)
dwd cos �⇥ cos �V d�

=
G2

F |Vcb|2

48⇤3
F (w, �⇥, �V ,⌅)G(w)

Differential decay rate

HQ symmetry (b and c mass infinite) predicts a single 
universal FF, normalised to 1 at zero recoil. 

Incorporates 3 non-trivial form factors 
A1(w),  A2(w), and V(w).

Amplitude ratios:

Curvature:

Using parameterisation to extract 3 parameters from 4 observables in the data: w,

Caprini et al., Nucl. Phys. B530 153 (1998).
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|Vcb| and Form factors from B → D* l ν
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D* boost in the B rest frame

Experimentally clean, a check of inclusive methods.
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Phase space

5

Caprini, Lelouch, Neubert (CLN) arXiv:hep-ph/9712417

Theoretical assumptions used to reduce the number of free parameters describing 
form factors: to measure |Vcb| with a smaller data set 

F(w) normalised at zero recoil (w=1)

Boyd Grinstein Lebed (BGL)

                    is written as the most generic parameterisation with minimal 
theory assumptions, the expansion is constrained by unitarity (can have more 
coefficients than CLN at O(3))

arXiv:hep-ph/9504235

3 non trivial form factors A1(w), 
A2(w) and V(w)

HQET relates the 3 FF’s to each other through Heavy Quark Symmetry, leaving 3 free parameters that 
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• CLN  

• HQET relations + corrections in 

powers of ΛQCD/mb,  

• For  B→ D*lν 

• For B→ Dlν

�10

• BGL 

• No HQET input 

• For  B→ D*lν 

where f, g and F1 are parameterized 
as …. 

Fi (w) =  

•  cut off at n=1,2 …(for X2/ndf is 

satisfying)

Form factor parameterisation: CLN Vs BGL
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the invariant mass squared of the lepton-neutrino system.
The range of w is restricted by the allowed values of q2

such that the minimum value of q2
min

= m2

` ⇡ 0 GeV2

corresponds to the maximum value of w,

w
max

=
m2

B + m2

D⇤

2mBmD⇤
. (4)

The three angular variables are depicted in Fig. 3 and
are defined as follows.

• ✓` is the angle between the direction of the lepton
and the direction opposite the B meson in the vir-
tual W rest frame.

• ✓
v

is the angle between the direction of the D0 me-
son and the direction opposite the B meson in the
D⇤ rest frame.

• � is the angle between the two planes formed by
the decays of the W and the D⇤ meson, defined in
the rest frame of the B0 meson. 18

B
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l

Figure 2.3: [B ! D⇤`⌫ decay geometry] Geometry of B ! D⇤`⌫ decays.

The di�erential decay rate is given by

d�(B�D⇤`�)
dwdcos�V dcos�`d� =

3G2

F
4(4�)4 |Vcb|2mBm2

D⇤

p
w2 � 1(1 � 2wr + r2)⇥

[(1 � cos�`)2sin2�V |H+(w)|2

+(1 + cos�`)2sin2�V |H�(w)|2

+4sin2�`cos2�V |H0(w)|2

�4sin�`(1 � cos�`)sin�V cos�V cos�H+(w)H0(w)

+4sin�`(1 + cos�`)sin�V cos�V cos�H�(w)H0(w)

�2sin2�`sin
2�V cos2�H+(w)H�(w)]

where Hi(w) are called the helicity form factors. These form factors are related to

another set of form factors, hV (w), hA
1

(w), hA
2

(w) and hA
3

(w), as follows.

Hi = �mB
R(1 � r2)(w + 1)

2
p

1 � 2wr + r2
hA

1

(w) �Hi(w) (2.19)

where �Hi(w) are given by

�H±(w) =
�

1�2wr+r2

1�r

⇣
1 ⌥

q
w�1
w+1R1(w)

⌘

�H0(w) = 1 + w�1
1�r (1 � R2(w))

(2.20)

FIG. 3. Definition of the angles ✓`, ✓v

and � for the decay
B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`.

IV. SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS

In the massless lepton limit, the B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` dif-
ferential decay rate is given by [7]

d�(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`)

dwd cos ✓`d cos ✓
v

d�
=

⌘2

EW

3mBm2

D⇤

4(4⇡)4
G2

F |Vcb|2
p

w2 � 1(1 � 2wr + r2)

�
(1 � cos ✓`)

2 sin2 ✓
v

H2

+

(w) + (1 + cos ✓`)
2 sin2 ✓

v

H2

�(w)

+4 sin2 ✓` cos2 ✓
v

H2

0

(w) � 2 sin2 ✓` sin2 ✓
v

cos 2�H
+

(w)H�(w)

�4 sin ✓`(1 � cos ✓`) sin ✓
v

cos ✓
v

cos �H
+

(w)H
0

(w)

+4 sin ✓`(1 + cos ✓`) sin ✓
v

cos ✓
v

cos �H�(w)H
0

(w)} , (5)

where r = mD⇤/mB , GF = (1.6637 ± 0.00001) ⇥
10�5~c2GeV�2 and ⌘

EW

is a small electroweak correc-
tion (Calculated to be 1.0066 in Ref. [19]). The helicity
amplitudes (H±, H

0

) are defined as

Hi(w) = mB
R⇤(1 � r2)(w + 1)

2
p

1 � 2wr + r2
hA1(w)|H̃i(w)|, (6)

where

H̃±(w) =

p
1 � 2wr + r2

✓
1 ⌥

q
w�1

w+1

R
1

(w)

◆

(1 � r)
, (7)

H̃
0

(w) = 1 +
(w � 1)(1 � R

2

(w))

(1 � r)
, (8)

R⇤ =
2
p

mBmD⇤

(mB + mD⇤)
. (9)

A. The CLN parametrization

The helicity amplitudes H±,0(w) in Eq. (5) are given
in terms of three form factors. In the CLN parametriza-
tion [4] one writes these helicity amplitudes in terms
of the form factor hA1(w) and the form factor ratios
R

1,2(w). They are defined as

hA1(w) = hA1(1)
⇥
1 � 8⇢2z(w) + (53⇢2 � 15)z(w)2

�(231⇢2 � 91)z(w)3
⇤
, (10)

R
1

(w) = R
1

(1) � 0.12(w � 1) + 0.05(w � 1)2, (11)

R
2

(w) = R
2

(1) + 0.11(w � 1) � 0.06(w � 1)2, (12)

where z(w) = (

p
w+1�

p
2)

(

p
w+1+

p
2)

. Perfect heavy quark sym-

metry implies that R
1

(w) = R
2

(w) = 1. In addition
to the form factor normalization, hA1(1) = F(1), there
are three independent parameters ⇢2, R

1

(1) and R
2

(1).
The values of these parameters are not calculated the-
oretically instead they are extracted by an analysis of
experimental data.

B. The BGL parametrization

A more general parametrization comes from BGL [5],
recently used in Refs. [20, 21]. In their approach, the
helicity amplitudes Hi are given by,

H
0

(w) = F
1

(w)/
p

q2 ,

H±(w) = f(w) ⌥ mBmD⇤

p
w2 � 1g(w) . (13)

The relation between the relevant form factors in the
CLN and BGL notations are

hA1(w) =
f(w)p

mBmD⇤(1 + w)
,

R
1

(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f(w)
,

R
2

(w) =
w � r

w � 1
� F

1

(w)

mB(w � 1)f(w)
. (14)

The three BGL form factors can be written as a series
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5.4
Determination of B

0 rest Frame

To calculate the B

0

momentum, we require information on the neutrino 4-momentum

however, neutrinos are not detect
ed in the Belle detect

or. The variable cos ◊

B,D
ú ¸

defines

the cosine of angle between D

ú+

and
≠̧ with which the direct

ion of the B

0 momentum is

determ
ined as shown in the Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration for the B
0 reconstruction

cos◊B,D
ú ¸ is not measured direct

ly, but is found by applying conservation of momentum

of the decay,

p

B
= p

D
ú + p

¸ + p

‹,

(5.1)

p

‹
= (pB

≠ p

D
ú ¸).

(5.2)
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• Measure |Vcb| using Belle 711fb-1. 

•                                               (vertex fit) 

• Signal Selection  
•   
•   
•   
•  4

B meson decays are reproduced based on branching frac-
tions reported in Ref. [13]. The hadronization process
of B meson decays that do not have experimentally-
measured branching fractions is inclusively reproduced
by PYTHIA [14]. For continuum events, the initial quark
pair is hadronized by PYTHIA, and hadron decays are
modeled by EVTGEN. The final-state radiation from
charged particles is added using PHOTOS [15]. Detector
responses are simulated with GEANT3 [16].

B. Event reconstruction and selection criteria

Charged particle tracks are required to originate from
the interaction point, and to have good track fit quality.
The criteria for the track impact parameters in the r �
� and z directions are: dr < 2 cm and |dz| < 4 cm,
respectively. In addition we require that each track has
at least one associated hit in any layer of the SVD. For
pion and kaon candidates, we use likelihoods determined
using the Cherenkov light yield in the ACC, the time-of-
flight information from the TOF, and dE/dx from the
CDC.

Neutral D̄0 meson candidates are reconstructed in the
clean D̄0 ! K+⇡� decay channel. The daughter tracks
are fitted to a common vertex using a Kalman fit algo-
rithm, with a �2-probability requirement of greater than
10�3 to reject misreconstructed D̄0 candidates. The re-
constructed D̄0 invariant mass is required to be in a win-
dow of ±13.75 MeV/c2 from the nominal D0 mass, cor-
responding to a width of 2.5 �, determined from data.

The D̄0 candidates are combined with an additional
pion that has a charge opposite that of the kaon, to
form D⇤� candidates. Pions produced in this transi-
tion are close to the kinematic threshold, with a mean
momentum of approximately 100 MeV/c, hence are de-
noted slow pions, ⇡�

s . There are no SVD hit requirements
for slow pions. Another vertex fit is performed between
the D0 and the ⇡�

s and a �2-probability requirement
of greater than 10�3 is again imposed. The invariant
mass di↵erence between the D⇤� and the D̄0 candidates,
�M = MD⇤ � MD0 , is first required to be less than 165
MeV/c2 for the background fit, and further tightened for
the signal yield determination.

Although the contribution from continuum is relatively
small in this analysis, and is dominated by fake D⇤, we
further suppress prompt charm by imposing an upper
threshold on the D⇤ momentum of 2.45 GeV/c in the
center-of-mass (CM) frame (Fig. 1).

Candidate B mesons are reconstructed by combining
D⇤ candidates with an oppositely charged electron or
muon. Electron candidates are identified using the ra-
tio of the energy detected in the ECL to the momentum
of the track, the ECL shower shape, the distance between
the track at the ECL surface and the ECL cluster center,
the energy loss in the CDC (dE/dx) and the response of
the ACC. For electron candidates we search for nearby
bremsstrahlung photons in a cone of 3 degrees around
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FIG. 1. The D⇤ momenta in the CM frame, for on-resonance
and scaled o↵-resonance data. The dotted line shows the cut
applied for suppression of continuum.

the electron track, and sum the momenta with that of
the electron. Muons are identified by their penetration
range and transverse scattering in the KLM system. In
the momentum region relevant to this analysis, charged
leptons are identified with an e�ciency of about 90%,
while the probabilities to misidentify a pion as an elec-
tron and muon are 0.25% and 1.5% respectively [17] [18].
We impose lower thresholds on the momentum of the lep-
tons, such that they reach the respective particle iden-
tification detectors for good hadron fake rejection. Here
we impose lab frame momentum thresholds of 0.3 GeV/c
for electrons and 0.6 GeV/c for muons. We furthermore
require an upper threshold of 2.4 GeV/c in the CM frame
to reject continuum events.

III. DECAY KINEMATICS

b c

d d

⌫`

`+

W+

B0 D⇤�

FIG. 2. Tree level Feynman diagram for B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`.

The tree level transition of the B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` de-
cay is shown in Fig. 2. Three angular variables and the
hadronic recoil are used to describe this decay. The latter
is defined as follows:

w =
PB · PD⇤

mBmD⇤
=

m2

B + m2

D⇤ � q2

2mBmD⇤
, (3)

where PB and PD⇤ are four momenta of the B and the D⇤

mesons respectively, mB , mD⇤ are their masses, and q2 is
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• Charged lepton with p⇤ > 1GeV

• Reconstruct D⇤+ ! D0⇡+

s
. Use mass difference mD⇤� �mD0

• Check against missing particles

p2

⌫ = (pB � pD⇤+ � p`)
2

= p2

B + p2

D⇤` � 2pB pD⇤`

= m2

B + m2

D⇤` � 2(EBED⇤` � ~pB · ~pD⇤`)

! cos ✓B,D⇤` =

2EBED⇤` �m2

B �m2

D⇤`

2|~pB||~pD⇤`|
7

7

• Uncorrelated decays, where the D⇤ and ` originate
from di↵erent B mesons in the event.

• Misidentified leptons (fake leptons), where the
probability for a hadron being identified as a lepton
is small but not negligible, and is highest in the low
momentum region.

• Fake D⇤ candidates, where the D⇤ is incorrectly
reconstructed.

• qq̄ continuum, typically e+e� ! cc̄ events that con-
tain D⇤ decays.

The B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ background component is comprised
of four P -wave resonant modes (D

1

, D⇤
0

, D0
1

, D⇤
2

) for
both neutral and charged B decays. They are catego-
rized according to the angular momentum of the light
constituent, j`, namely the jP` = 1/2� doublet of D⇤

0

and
D0

1

and the jP` = 3/2� doublet D
1

and D⇤
2

. The shapes
of the B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ q2 distributions are corrected to match
the predictions of the Adam K. Leibovich, Zoltan Ligeti,
Iain W. Stewart, Mark B. Wise (LLSW) model [22], and
the branching fractions are corrected to match the most
recent experimental constraints [3]. An additional con-
tribution from nonresonant modes is considered with a
large uncertainty on the branching fraction, although it
appears to be consistent with zero in recent measure-
ments [23].

To estimate the background yields we perform a binned
maximum log likelihood fit of the D⇤` candidates in three
variables, �M, cos ✓B,D⇤`, and p`. The bin ranges are as
follows.

• �M: 5 equidistant bins in the range [0.141, 0.156]
GeV/c2.

• cos ✓B,D⇤`: 15 equidistant bins in the range
[�10, 5].

• p`: 2 bins in the ranges [0.6, 0.85, 3.0] GeV/c for
muons and [0.3, 0.80, 3.0] GeV/c for electrons.

Prior to the fit, the residual continuum background is es-
timated from o↵-resonance data and scaled by the o↵- to
on-resonance ratio of integrated luminosities and the 1/s
dependence of the e+e� ! qq̄ cross section. The kine-
matics of the o↵- and on-resonant continuum background
is expected to be slightly di↵erent and therefore binned
correction weights are determined using MC and applied
to the scaled o↵-resonance data. The remaining back-
ground components are modelled with MC simulation af-
ter correcting for the most recent decay modeling param-
eters (described above), and for di↵erences in reconstruc-
tion e�ciencies between data and MC. Corrections are
applied to the lepton identification e�ciencies, hadron
identification and misidentification rates, and slow pion
tracking e�ciencies. The data/MC ratios for high mo-
mentum tracking e�ciencies are consistent with unity
and are only considered in the systematic uncertainty es-
timates. The results from the background fits are given
in Table III and Fig. 4.

After applying all analysis criteria and subtracting
background, a total of 90738 and 89082 B0 ! D⇤�e+⌫e
and B0 ! D⇤�µ+⌫µ signal decays are found respectively.

VI. MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL
DISTRIBUTIONS

Measurement of the decay kinematics requires good
knowledge of the signal B direction to constrain the neu-
trino momentum 4-vector. To determine the B direc-
tion we estimate the CM frame momentum vector of
the nonsignal B meson by summing the momenta of the
remaining particles in the event (~p⇤

incl.) and choose the
direction on the cone that minimizes the di↵erence to
�p⇤

incl.. To determine p⇤
incl. we exclude tracks that do

not pass near the interaction point. The impact param-
eter requirements depend on the transverse momentum
of the track, p

T

, and are set to:

• p
T

< 250 MeV/c: dr < 20 cm, |dz| < 100 cm,

• p
T

< 500 MeV/c: dr < 15 cm, |dz| < 50 cm,

• p
T

� 500 MeV/c: dr < 10 cm, |dz| < 20 cm.

Some track candidates may be counted multiple times,
due to low momentum particles spiralling in the CDC,
or due to fake tracks fit to a similar set of detector hits
as the real track. These are removed by looking for pairs
of tracks with similar kinematics, traveling in the same
direction with the same electric charge, or in the oppo-
site direction with the opposite electric charge. Isolated
clusters that are not matched to the signal particles (i.e.
from photons or ⇡0 decays) are required to have lower
energy thresholds to mitigate beam induced background,
and are 50, 100 and 150 MeV in the barrel, forward and
backward endcap regions, respectively. We compute ~p

incl.

by summing the 3-momenta of the selected particles:

~p
incl. =

X

i

~pi , (22)

where the index i denotes all isolated clusters and tracks
that pass the above criteria. This vector is then trans-
lated into the CM frame. The energy component, E⇤

incl.,
is set to the experiment dependent beam energies through
E⇤

beam

=
p

s/2.
We find that the one sigma resolutions of the kinematic

variables are 0.020 for w, 0.038 for cos ✓`, 0.044 for cos ✓
v

and 0.210 for �. Based on these resolutions, and the
available data sample, we split each distribution into 10
equidistant bins for the |Vcb| and form factor fits. The
fit is performed independently to the electron and muon
samples, and later combined to form an average.

A. Fit to the CLN parametrization

We perform a binned �2 fit to determine the follow-
ing quantities in the CLN parametrization: the product

• e & µ modes are reconstructed separately  

• Split data into 2 SVD configurations (3 layer, 4 
layer) as tracking/slow π tracking are dominant 
systematics

• Suppress continuum with p*D*>2.45 GeV/c

D⇤� ! D0⇡s, D
0 ! K⇡

pe>0.80GeV/c

pµ>0.85GeV/c

N(B→D* e ν) = 91381  
N(B→D* µ ν) = 89965

| cos ✓B,D⇤`|<1
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|mD0 �mD0
PDG

|<14 MeV/c2

144 MeV/c2<|mD⇤ �mD0 |<147/c2 MeV/c2
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FIG. 4. Result of the fits to the (cos ✓B,D⇤`, �M , p`) distributions in the e mode (left) and µ mode (right). The bin boundaries
are discussed in the text. The points are on-resonance data, where the uncertainties are smaller than the markers. The color
scheme is defined in the figure.

F
1

|Vcb|, and the three parameters ⇢2, R
1

(1) and R
2

(1)
that parameterize the form factors. We fit to a set of one-
dimensional projections of w, cos ✓`, cos ✓

v

and �. This
reduces complications in the description of the six back-
ground components and their correlations across four di-
mensions. This approach introduces finite bin-to-bin cor-
relations that are accounted for in the �2 calculation.

We choose equidistant binning in each kinematic ob-
servable, as described above, and set the ranges according
to their kinematically allowed limits. The exception is w:
while the kinematically allowed range is between 1 and
1.504, we restrict this to between 1 and 1.50 such that we
can ignore the finite mass of the lepton in the interaction.

The number of expected signal events produced in a

given bin i, Nprod.
i , is given by

Nprod.
i = NB0B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+)

⇥B(D0 ! K�⇡+)⌧B0�i , (23)

where NB0 is the number of B0 mesons in the data sam-
ple, B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and B(D0 ! K�⇡+) are the D⇤

and D0 branching ratios into the final state studied in
this analysis, ⌧B0 is the B0 lifetime, and �i is the width
obtained by integrating the CLN theoretical expectation
within the corresponding bin boundaries. The values of
the D⇤ and the D0 branching fractions as well as the B0

lifetime are taken from Ref. [13]. The value of NB0 is
calculated using NB0 = 2 ⇥ f

00

⇥ NBB where NBB is
stated in Sec. II and f

00

= 0.486 ± 0.006 [3]. The ex-
pected number of events, N exp.

i , must take into account

• Float Signal & Backgrounds 
components from MC to 
extract background yields Electrons Muons9

TABLE III. Signal and background fractions (%) for events selected in the signal region of (| cos ✓B,D⇤`| < 1, 0.144 GeV/c2 <
�M < 0.147 GeV/c2, pe > 0.80 GeV/c, pµ > 0.85 GeV/c).

SVD1(e) SVD1(µ) SVD2 (e) SVD2 (µ)

Signal yield 19318 19748 88622 87060

Signal 79.89 ± 0.58 80.12 ± 0.52 81.00 ± 0.19 79.86 ± 0.20

Fake ` 0.09 ± 0.16 1.55 ± 0.69 0.10 ± 0.79 1.15 ± 0.38

Fake D⇤ 3.05 ± 0.09 2.89 ± 0.06 2.94 ± 0.01 2.81 ± 0.01

D⇤⇤ 5.82 ± 0.40 4.00 ± 0.24 5.08 ± 0.14 3.62 ± 0.08

Signal corr. 1.24 ± 0.34 1.99 ± 0.38 1.42 ± 0.07 2.39 ± 0.14

Uncorrelated 5.81 ± 0.50 5.01 ± 0.58 4.96 ± 0.15 5.00 ± 0.24

Continuum 4.11 ± 0.64 4.44 ± 0.74 4.48 ± 0.38 5.16 ± 0.46

finite detector resolution and e�ciency,

N exp

i =
40X

j=1

(Rij✏jN
prod

j ) + Nbkg

i , (24)

where ✏j is the probability that an event generated in bin
j is reconstructed and passes the analysis selection crite-
ria, and Rij is the detector response matrix (the probabil-
ity that an event generated in bin j is observed in bin i).
The value of Rij is zero for bins where i and j correspond
to di↵erent observables, e.g. w vs cos ✓`. The quantity
Nbkg

i is the number of expected background events as
determined from the background yield fit.

In the nominal |Vcb| fit we use the following �2 function
based on a forward folding approach:

�2 =
X

i,j

�
Nobs

i � N exp

i

�
C�1

ij

�
Nobs

j � N exp

j

�
, (25)

where Nobs

i are the number of events observed in bin i of
our data sample, and C�1

ij is the inverse of the covariance
matrix C. The covariance matrix diagonal elements are
the variances, and the o↵-diagonal elements are the co-
variances of the elements from the ith and jth positions.
The covariance is calculated for each pair of bins in ei-
ther w, cos ✓`, cos ✓V and �. The o↵-diagonal elements
are calculated as,

Cij = NPij � NPiPj , 8i 6= j , (26)

where Pij is the relative population in a two-dimensional
histogram between observable pairs, Pi and Pj are the
relative populations in the one-dimensional histograms of
each observable, and N is the total size of the sample.
The statistical overlap between the bins of same observ-
able is zero, thus the statistical covariance between those
bins is zero. The diagonal elements are the variances of

N exp

i and are calculated as,

�2

i =
40X

j=1


R2

ij✏
2

jN
th

j + R2

ij
✏j(1 � ✏j)

N
data

(N th

j )2

+Rij
1 � Rij

N 0
data

✏2j (N
th

j )2 + R2

ij
✏j(1 � ✏j

N
MC

(N th

j )2

+Rij
1 � Rij

N 0
MC

✏2j (N
th

j )2
�

+ �2(Nbkg

i ), (27)

which uses the Poisson uncertainty associated with the
number of events in the MC and data in each bin, and
the final term is the total error associated with the back-
ground arising from the background fit procedure. The
quantity N 0

data

is the total number of reconstructed de-
cays to a given final state in real data and N

data

is the
e�ciency corrected number of events in the real dataset.
The analogous MC quantities are N 0

MC

, which is the to-
tal number of MC events after reconstruction, and N

MC

,
which is the total number of signal events in the MC
before reconstruction e↵ects. We have tested this fit pro-
cedure using MC simulated data samples and all results
are consistent with expectations, showing no signs of bias.
The results from the fit are summarized in Table IV, and
the fit correlation coe�cients are given in Table V. The
comparison between data and the fit result is shown in
Fig. 5.

B. Branching fraction measurement

The branching fraction of B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) is ob-
tained with the relation,

B =
N

signal

✏ ⇥ B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) ⇥ B(D0 ! K�⇡+)
, (28)

where N
signal

is the number of signal events after ap-
plying all the selection criteria, ✏ is the corrected recon-
struction e�ciency evaluated from MC, while the val-
ues of the branching fractions B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and
B(D0 ! K�⇡+) are taken from Ref. [13]. The branching
fraction is reported for all subsamples separately, as well

9
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j is reconstructed and passes the analysis selection crite-
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ity that an event generated in bin j is observed in bin i).
The value of Rij is zero for bins where i and j correspond
to di↵erent observables, e.g. w vs cos ✓`. The quantity
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i is the number of expected background events as
determined from the background yield fit.
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The covariance is calculated for each pair of bins in ei-
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relative populations in the one-dimensional histograms of
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which uses the Poisson uncertainty associated with the
number of events in the MC and data in each bin, and
the final term is the total error associated with the back-
ground arising from the background fit procedure. The
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is the total number of reconstructed de-
cays to a given final state in real data and N

data

is the
e�ciency corrected number of events in the real dataset.
The analogous MC quantities are N 0
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, which is the to-
tal number of MC events after reconstruction, and N
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,
which is the total number of signal events in the MC
before reconstruction e↵ects. We have tested this fit pro-
cedure using MC simulated data samples and all results
are consistent with expectations, showing no signs of bias.
The results from the fit are summarized in Table IV, and
the fit correlation coe�cients are given in Table V. The
comparison between data and the fit result is shown in
Fig. 5.

B. Branching fraction measurement

The branching fraction of B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) is ob-
tained with the relation,
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is the number of signal events after ap-
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struction e�ciency evaluated from MC, while the val-
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D

0 candidate vertices are selected if the ‰

2 probability of the fit is greater than 10≠3 as

shown in Fig. 5.6. The reconstructed mass of the D

0 is constrained to lie within a 3‡

range from the accepted PDG value as shown in the Fig. 5.7. The standard deviation

value is found to be 4.5 MeV/c

2, as calculated using real data. For reconstruction of the
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed D0 mass distribution distribution and the dashed line
show 3‡ mass window.

D

ú candidate, the D

0 candidate is combined with a charged slow pion, fi

+
s . This slow pion

is reconstructed with low e�ciency, due to its very low momentum and doesn’t need to

satisfy the impact parameter cuts or SVD hit requirement. To minimise the qq̄ continuum,

the centre-of-mass frame momentum of the D

ú must be less then 2.45 GeV/c as shown in

Fig. 5.15. For final analysis signal selection, the mass di�erence (� M) between D

ú and

D

0 is required to lie between 0.144 and 0.147 GeV as shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of � M where the dashed line show the signal selection.
The colour scheme is defined in the Fig. 5.7
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FIG. 5. Results of the fit with the CLN form factor parameterisation. The results from the SVD1 and SVD2 samples are
added together. The electron modes are on the left and muon modes on the right. The points with error bars are the on-
resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom,
the signal component, B ! D⇤⇤ background, signal correlated background, uncorrelated background, fake ` component, fake
D⇤ component and continuum.
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resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom,
the signal component, B ! D⇤⇤ background, signal correlated background, uncorrelated background, fake ` component, fake
D⇤ component and continuum.
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FIG. 5. Results of the fit with the CLN form factor parameterisation. The results from the SVD1 and SVD2 samples are
added together. The electron modes are on the left and muon modes on the right. The points with error bars are the on-
resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom,
the signal component, B ! D⇤⇤ background, signal correlated background, uncorrelated background, fake ` component, fake
D⇤ component and continuum.
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Simultaneous fit of 1D projections of w, cosθl, cosθv,      to extract ρ2, R1(1), 
R2(1) and ηEWF(1)|Vcb| 

w cosθl

cosθv �

9

TABLE V. Fit Results for the four sub-samples in the CLN parameterisation.

SVD1(e) SVD1(µ) SVD2 (e) SVD2 (µ)

⇢2 1.165 ± 0.099 1.165 ± 0.102 1.087 ± 0.046 1.095 ± 0.051

R1(1) 1.326 ± 0.106 1.336 ± 0.102 1.117 ± 0.040 1.289 ± 0.048

R2(1) 0.767 ± 0.073 0.777 ± 0.074 0.861 ± 0.030 0.882 ± 0.034

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW ⇥ 103 34.66 ± 0.48 35.01 ± 0.50 35.25 ± 0.23 34.98 ± 0.24

�2/ndf 35/36 36/36 44/36 43/36

p-value 0.52 0.47 0.17 0.20

B.F [%] 4.84 ± 0.06 4.91 ± 0.06 4.88 ± 0.03 4.82 ± 0.03

TABLE VI. Fit Results for the four sub-samples in the BGL parameterisation where the following parameters are floated:ãf
0 ,

ãf
1 , ã

F1
1 , ãF1

2 , ãg
0 ⇥ 102.

SVD1(e) SVD1(µ) SVD2 (e) SVD2 (µ)

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW ⇥ 103 38.82 ± 0.86 39.16 ± 0.91 39.29 ± 0.39 38.74± 0.42

�2/ndf 36/35 35/35 44/3 44/35

p-value 0.42 0.47 0.14 0.14

across all bins in p
lab

and ✓
lab

.481

• The results from the background normalisation fit482

are varied within their fitted uncertainties. We take483

into account finite correlations between the fit re-484

sults of each component.485

• The uncertainty of the decays B̄ ! D⇤⇤`�⌫̄
`

486

are twofold: the indeterminate composition of487

each D⇤⇤ state and the uncertainty in the form-488

factor parameters used for the MC sample pro-489

duction. The composition uncertainty is estimated490

based on uncertainties of the branching fractions:491

±6% for B̄ ! D
1

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄
`

, ±12% for B̄ !492

D⇤
2

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄
`

, ±24% for B̄ ! D0
1

(! D⇤⇡⇡)`⌫̄
`

493

and ±17% for B̄ ! D⇤
0

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄
`

. If the494

experimentally-measured branching fractions are495

not applicable, we vary the branching fractions con-496

tinuously from 0% to 200% in the MC expectation.497

We estimate an uncertainty arising from the LLSW498

model parameters by changing the correction fac-499

tors within the parameter uncertainties.500

• The relative number of B0B̄0 meson pairs com-501

pared to B+B� collected by Belle has a small un-502

certainty and a↵ects only the relative composition503

of cross-feed signal events from B+ and B0 decays504

• Charged hadron particle identification is deter-505

mined with data using D⇤ tagged charm decays.506

The uncertainties that only a↵ect the overall normalisa-507

tion are: tracking e�ciency for high momentum tracks,508

the branching ratios B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+), and B(D0 !509

K�⇡+), the total number of ⌥(4S) events in the sam-510

ple, and the B0 lifetime.511

The breakdown of the systematic uncertainties in the512

CLN fit is given in Table VII.513

VIII. RESULTS514

The full results for the CLN fit are given below, where515

the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second system-516

atic.517

⇢2 = 1.106 ± 0.031 ± 0.007518

R
1

(1) = 1.229 ± 0.028 ± 0.009519

R
2

(1) = 0.852 ± 0.021 ± 0.006520

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫
`

) = (4.86 ± 0.02 ± 0.15)%521

F (1)|V
cb

|⌘
EW

⇥ 103 = 35.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.54522

These results are consistent with, and more precise than523

those published in Refs. [4, 17–19]. We also present524

the results for the BGL fit, where the first uncertainty is525

statistical, and the second systematic.526

F (1)|V
cb

|⌘
EW

⇥ 103 = 39.01 ± 0.26 ± 0.60.527

These results are consistent with those based on a pre-528

liminary tagged approach by Belle [20], as performed in529

Refs. [14, 15]. Both sets of fits give acceptable �2/ndf:530

therefore the data does not discriminate between the pa-531

rameterisations. The result with the BGL paramterisa-532

tion has a larger fit uncertainty.533

Taking the value of F (1) = 0.906 ± 0.013 from Lattice534

QCD [21] and ⌘
EW

= 1.0066 from Ref. [13], we find the535

following values for |V
cb

|: (38.70±0.17±0.60±0.56)⇥10�3

536

(CLN+LQCD) and (42.78 ± 0.29 ± 0.66 ± 0.62) ⇥ 10�3

537

(BGL+LQCD).538

We perform a lepton flavour universality (LFU) test539

by forming a ratio of the branching fractions of modes540

with electrons and muons. The corresponding value of541

this ratio is542

B(B0 ! D⇤�e+⌫)

B(B0 ! D⇤�µ+⌫)
= 1.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.03,543

62 CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

D

0 candidate vertices are selected if the ‰

2 probability of the fit is greater than 10≠3 as

shown in Fig. 5.6. The reconstructed mass of the D

0 is constrained to lie within a 3‡

range from the accepted PDG value as shown in the Fig. 5.7. The standard deviation

value is found to be 4.5 MeV/c

2, as calculated using real data. For reconstruction of the
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed D0 mass distribution distribution and the dashed line
show 3‡ mass window.

D

ú candidate, the D

0 candidate is combined with a charged slow pion, fi

+
s . This slow pion

is reconstructed with low e�ciency, due to its very low momentum and doesn’t need to

satisfy the impact parameter cuts or SVD hit requirement. To minimise the qq̄ continuum,

the centre-of-mass frame momentum of the D

ú must be less then 2.45 GeV/c as shown in

Fig. 5.15. For final analysis signal selection, the mass di�erence (� M) between D

ú and

D

0 is required to lie between 0.144 and 0.147 GeV as shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of � M where the dashed line show the signal selection.
The colour scheme is defined in the Fig. 5.7

F(1)|Vcb|ηEW 103=  35.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.6

Extraction of |Vcb| from CLN (1) Phys. Rev. D 100, 052007

Resolution  (1 σ)  
w = 0.020  cos θl = 0.038  
cos θv = 0.044   χ = 0.210 

χ

Theory Tag Reco Project Fit Results Belle II B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` at Belle I and Belle II

Form factor (FF) parametrizations

Di↵erent FF parametrization =) Di↵erent |Vcb| =) Might solve incl. vs. excl. tension!

CLN (Caprini, Lellouch, Neubert) [hep-ph/9712417]

HQET relations + corrections in
powers of ⇤QCD/mb, ↵s .

z(w) =

p
w + 1 �

p
2

p
w + 1 +

p
2

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄`:

hA1 (w) = hA1 (1)
⇣
�z3

⇣
231⇢2

D⇤ � 91
⌘
+

+ z2
⇣
53⇢2

D⇤ � 15
⌘
� 8z⇢2

D⇤ + 1
⌘
,

R1(w) = R1(1) + 0.05(w � 1)2 � 0.12(w � 1),

R2(w) = R2(1) � 0.06(w � 1)2 + 0.11(w � 1)

For B̄ �! D`�⌫̄`:
(1+r)2

4r f 2+(w) = G(1)(1 � 8⇢2
Dz+

+ (51⇢2
D � 10)z2 + (252⇢2

D � 84)z3)

BGL (Boyd, Grinstein, Lebed) [hep-ph/9508211]

No HQET input

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄`: [1703.06124]

hA1 (w) =
f (w)

p
mBmD⇤ (1 + w)

R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f (w)

R2(w) =
w � r

w � 1
�

F1(w)

mB (w � 1)f (w)

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` and B̄ �! D`�⌫̄`:

f+ and f , g ,F1 are parametrized as

1

Pi (z)�i (z)

NX

n=0

ai,n z
n

Cut o↵ at N = 2, 3, . . . (when �2/ndf is

satisfying).

Kilian Lieret Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich | Belle 4 / 18
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Extraction of |Vcb| from CLN (2)

• Good χ/ndf (stat errors only) 

• No hint of different behaviour between e and µ.

2ρ

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
]

-3
| [

10
cb

 F
(1

) |
V

EWη

30

35

40

HFLAV
Spring 2019

ALEPH

CLEO

OPAL(part. reco.)

OPAL(excl.)

DELPHI(part. reco.)

DELPHI (excl.)

BELLE

BABAR (excl.)
BABAR (D*0)
BABAR (Global Fit)

AVERAGE

 = 12χ ∆

/dof = 42.3/232χ

10

TABLE IV. Fit results for the four subsamples in the CLN parametrization where the following parameters are floated: ⇢2,
R

1

(1), R
2

(1) along with F(1)|Vcb⌘EW |. The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the statistical errors only.

SVD1 e SVD1 µ SVD2 e SVD2 µ

⇢2 1.165 ± 0.099 1.165 ± 0.102 1.087 ± 0.046 1.095 ± 0.051

R
1

(1) 1.326 ± 0.106 1.336 ± 0.103 1.117 ± 0.040 1.287 ± 0.047

R
2

(1) 0.767 ± 0.073 0.777 ± 0.074 0.861 ± 0.030 0.884 ± 0.034

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 34.66 ± 0.48 35.01 ± 0.50 35.25 ± 0.23 34.98 ± 0.25

�2/ndf 35/36 36/36 44/36 43/36

p-value 0.52 0.47 0.17 0.20

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.89 ± 0.06 4.96 ± 0.06 4.93 ± 0.03 4.86 ± 0.03

TABLE V. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the CLN parametrization.

⇢2 R
1

(1) R
2

(1) F(1)|Vcb|
⇢2 +1.000 +0.593 �0.883 +0.655

R
1

(1) +1.000 �0.692 �0.062

R
2

(1) +1.000 �0.268

F(1)|Vcb| +1.000

as combined. The measurement of lepton flavor univer-
sality is performed using the measured branching frac-
tions of the electron and muon samples. The systematic
uncertainties almost entirely cancel, with the exception
of those related to electron and muon identification.

C. Fit to the BGL parametrization

To perform the fit to the BGL parametrization we fol-
low the approach in Ref. [20]. We truncate the series in
the expansion of the af and ag terms at O(z2) and at
order O(z3) for the aF1 terms. Due to very large correla-
tions when introducing ag

1

we remove it from the nominal
fit procedure. This results in five free parameters (one
more than in the CLN fit), defined as ãf

i = |Vcb|⌘EW

af
i

where i = 0, 1, ãg
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

ag
i where i = 1 and

ãF1
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

aF1
i , where i = 1, 2. From equation 14

and 15, the relationship between |Vcb|F(1)⌘EW and our
fitting parameter ãf

0

is

|Vcb|⌘EWF(1) =
1

2
p

mBmD⇤

⇣ |ãf
0

|
Pf (0)�f (0)

⌘
. (29)

This number of free parameters can describe the data
well, while higher order terms will not be well constrained
unless additional information from lattice QCD is intro-
duced. We perform a �2 fit to the data with the same
procedure as in the CLN fit described above. The result-
ing value for |Vcb| is consistent with that from the CLN
parametrization. The fit results are given in Table VI and
Fig. 6. The linear statistical correlation coe�cients are
listed in Table VII. Correlations can be high in this fit

approach: only the SVD1+SVD2 combined samples are
fitted as the fit does not converge well with the smaller
SVD1 data set.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

To estimate systematic uncertainties on the partial
branching fractions, form factor parameters, and |Vcb|,
we consider the following sources: background compo-
nent normalizations, particle identification, tracking e�-
ciency, charm branching fractions, B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ branching
fractions and form factors, the B0 lifetime, and the num-
ber of B0 mesons in the data sample. The systematic un-
certainties on the branching fraction, F(1)|Vcb| and CLN
form factor parameters from the CLN fit are summarized
in Table VIII, while the uncertainties on the BGL fit are
given in Table IX.

We estimate systematic uncertainties by varying each
possible uncertainty source such as the PDF shape and
signal reconstruction e�ciency with the assumption of a
Gaussian error, unless otherwise stated. This is done via
sets of pseudoexperiments in which each independent sys-
tematic uncertainty parameter is randomly varied using
a normal distribution. The entire analysis is repeated for
each pseudoexperiment and the spread on each measured
observable is taken as the systematic error.

The parameters varied are split into two categories,
those that a↵ect the shapes and those that a↵ect only the
normalization. We start with the former contributions.

• The tracking e�ciency corrections for low momen-
tum tracks vary with track p

T

, as do the relative
uncertainties. We conservatively treat the uncer-
tainties in each slow pion p

T

bin to be fully corre-
lated.

• The lepton identification e�ciencies are varied ac-
cording to their respective uncertainties, which
are dominated by contributions that are correlated
across all bins in p

lab

and ✓
lab

. The electron and
muon systematic uncertainties are calculated sepa-
rately as well as combined.
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TABLE IV. Fit results for the four subsamples in the CLN parametrization where the following parameters are floated: ⇢2,
R

1

(1), R
2

(1) along with F(1)|Vcb⌘EW |. The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the statistical errors only.

SVD1 e SVD1 µ SVD2 e SVD2 µ

⇢2 1.165 ± 0.099 1.165 ± 0.102 1.087 ± 0.046 1.095 ± 0.051

R
1

(1) 1.326 ± 0.106 1.336 ± 0.103 1.117 ± 0.040 1.287 ± 0.047

R
2

(1) 0.767 ± 0.073 0.777 ± 0.074 0.861 ± 0.030 0.884 ± 0.034

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 34.66 ± 0.48 35.01 ± 0.50 35.25 ± 0.23 34.98 ± 0.25

�2/ndf 35/36 36/36 44/36 43/36

p-value 0.52 0.47 0.17 0.20

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.89 ± 0.06 4.96 ± 0.06 4.93 ± 0.03 4.86 ± 0.03

TABLE V. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the CLN parametrization.

⇢2 R
1

(1) R
2

(1) F(1)|Vcb|
⇢2 +1.000 +0.593 �0.883 +0.655

R
1

(1) +1.000 �0.692 �0.062

R
2

(1) +1.000 �0.268

F(1)|Vcb| +1.000

as combined. The measurement of lepton flavor univer-
sality is performed using the measured branching frac-
tions of the electron and muon samples. The systematic
uncertainties almost entirely cancel, with the exception
of those related to electron and muon identification.

C. Fit to the BGL parametrization

To perform the fit to the BGL parametrization we fol-
low the approach in Ref. [20]. We truncate the series in
the expansion of the af and ag terms at O(z2) and at
order O(z3) for the aF1 terms. Due to very large correla-
tions when introducing ag

1

we remove it from the nominal
fit procedure. This results in five free parameters (one
more than in the CLN fit), defined as ãf

i = |Vcb|⌘EW

af
i

where i = 0, 1, ãg
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

ag
i where i = 1 and

ãF1
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

aF1
i , where i = 1, 2. From equation 14

and 15, the relationship between |Vcb|F(1)⌘EW and our
fitting parameter ãf

0

is

|Vcb|⌘EWF(1) =
1

2
p

mBmD⇤

⇣ |ãf
0

|
Pf (0)�f (0)

⌘
. (29)

This number of free parameters can describe the data
well, while higher order terms will not be well constrained
unless additional information from lattice QCD is intro-
duced. We perform a �2 fit to the data with the same
procedure as in the CLN fit described above. The result-
ing value for |Vcb| is consistent with that from the CLN
parametrization. The fit results are given in Table VI and
Fig. 6. The linear statistical correlation coe�cients are
listed in Table VII. Correlations can be high in this fit

approach: only the SVD1+SVD2 combined samples are
fitted as the fit does not converge well with the smaller
SVD1 data set.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

To estimate systematic uncertainties on the partial
branching fractions, form factor parameters, and |Vcb|,
we consider the following sources: background compo-
nent normalizations, particle identification, tracking e�-
ciency, charm branching fractions, B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ branching
fractions and form factors, the B0 lifetime, and the num-
ber of B0 mesons in the data sample. The systematic un-
certainties on the branching fraction, F(1)|Vcb| and CLN
form factor parameters from the CLN fit are summarized
in Table VIII, while the uncertainties on the BGL fit are
given in Table IX.

We estimate systematic uncertainties by varying each
possible uncertainty source such as the PDF shape and
signal reconstruction e�ciency with the assumption of a
Gaussian error, unless otherwise stated. This is done via
sets of pseudoexperiments in which each independent sys-
tematic uncertainty parameter is randomly varied using
a normal distribution. The entire analysis is repeated for
each pseudoexperiment and the spread on each measured
observable is taken as the systematic error.

The parameters varied are split into two categories,
those that a↵ect the shapes and those that a↵ect only the
normalization. We start with the former contributions.

• The tracking e�ciency corrections for low momen-
tum tracks vary with track p

T

, as do the relative
uncertainties. We conservatively treat the uncer-
tainties in each slow pion p

T

bin to be fully corre-
lated.

• The lepton identification e�ciencies are varied ac-
cording to their respective uncertainties, which
are dominated by contributions that are correlated
across all bins in p

lab

and ✓
lab

. The electron and
muon systematic uncertainties are calculated sepa-
rately as well as combined.

Fit correlations.

• First measurement of spectra from “forward folding” is proposed - avoids 
smearing effect from unfolded spectra

• HFLAV p-value 0.8% - large pulls from 
ALEPH and CLEO.
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F(1)|Vcb|ηEW = 35.27 ± 0.11 ± 0.36

  = 1.122 ± 0.015 ± 0.019ρ2
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We present a new measurement of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element |Vcb| from
B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` decays, reconstructed with the full Belle data set of 711 fb�1 integrated luminosity.
Two form factor parametrizations, originally conceived by the Caprini-Lellouch-Neubert (CLN) and
the Boyd, Grinstein and Lebed (BGL) groups, are used to extract the product F(1)⌘

EW

|Vcb| and
the decay form factors, where F(1) is the normalization factor and ⌘

EW

is a small electroweak
correction. In the CLN parametrization we find F(1)⌘

EW

|Vcb| = (35.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.56) ⇥ 10�3,
⇢2 = 1.106± 0.031± 0.007, R

1

(1) = 1.229± 0.028± 0.009, R
2

(1) = 0.852± 0.021± 0.006. For the
BGL parametrization we obtain F(1)⌘

EW

|Vcb| = (34.93 ± 0.23 ± 0.59) ⇥ 10�3, which is consistent
with the world average when correcting for F(1)⌘

EW

. The branching fraction of B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`

is measured to be B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) = (4.90 ± 0.02 ± 0.16)%. We also present a new test of

lepton flavor universality violation in semileptonic B decays, B(B0!D⇤�e+⌫)

B(B0!D⇤�µ+⌫)

= 1.01± 0.01± 0.03 .

The errors quoted correspond to the statistical and systematic uncertainties respectively. This is
the most precise measurement of F(1)⌘

EW

|Vcb| and form factors to date and the first experimental
study of the BGL form factor parametrization in an experimental measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

The decay B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` is used to measure
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element
|Vcb| [1, 2], the magnitude of the coupling between b and c
quarks in weak interactions and a fundamental parameter
of the Standard Model (SM). The B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` decay
is studied in the context of heavy quark e↵ective theory
(HQET) in which the hadronic matrix elements are pa-
rameterized by the form factors that can describe this
decay. The decay amplitudes of B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` are de-
scribed by three helicity amplitudes which are extracted
from the three polarization states of the D⇤ meson: two
transverse polarization terms, H±, and one longitudinal
polarization term, H

0

.
There exists a long standing tension in the measure-

ment of |Vcb| using the inclusive approach, based on mea-
surements of the decay mode B ! Xc`⌫, and the exclu-
sive approach based on B ! D⇤`⌫. Currently, the world
averages for |Vcb| for inclusive and exclusive decay modes
are [3]:

|Vcb| = (42.2 ± 0.8) ⇥ 10�3 (inclusive), (1)

|Vcb| = (39.1 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�3 (CLN, exclusive), (2)

where the errors are the experimental and the theoretical
combined. The di↵erence between the inclusive and ex-
clusive approaches is more than 2.5�. It is thought that
the previous theoretical approaches using the CLN form
factor parametrization [4] were model dependent and in-
troduced a bias, and therefore model independent form
factor approaches based on BGL [5] should be used. In
this paper we report data fits with both approaches for
the first time. In this paper, the decay is reconstructed in
the channel B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`, followed by D⇤� ! D̄0⇡�

s
and D̄0 ! K�⇡+ [6]. This channel o↵ers the best purity
for the measurement, which is critical as the measure-
ment will be limited by systematic uncertainties. This is
the most precise determination of |Vcb| performed with
exclusive semileptonic B decays to date. This result su-
persedes the previous results on B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` with an
untagged approach from Belle [7]. A major experimental

improvement to the Belle track reconstruction software
was implemented in 2011, leading to substantially higher
slow pion tracking e�ciencies [8] and hence much larger
signal yields than in the previous analysis.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA
SAMPLES

We use the full ⌥(4S) data sample containing (772 ±
11) ⇥ 106BB̄ pairs equivalent to 711 fb�1 of integrated
luminosity recorded with the Belle detector [9] at the
asymmetric-energy e+e� collider KEKB [10]. An addi-
tional 88 fb�1 of data collected 60 MeV below the ⌥(4S)
was used for the estimation of qq̄ (q = u, d, s, c) contin-
uum background.

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spec-
trometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD),
a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of
aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-
like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters
(TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) com-
prised of CsI(Tl) crystals located inside a superconduct-
ing solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An
iron flux-return located outside of the coil is instrumented
to detect K0

L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The
detector is described in detail elsewhere [9]. Two in-
ner detector configurations were used. A 2.0 cm radius
beampipe and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector was used
for the first subsample of 152⇥ 106BB̄ pairs (denoted as
SVD1), while a 1.5 cm radius beampipe, a 4-layer silicon
detector and a small-cell inner drift chamber were used to
record the remaining 620⇥ 106BB̄ pairs [11] (denoted as
SVD2). We refer to these subsamples later in the paper.

A. Monte Carlo simulation

Monte Carlo simulated events are used to determine
the analysis selection criteria, study the background and
estimate the signal reconstruction e�ciency. Events with
a BB̄ pair are generated using EVTGEN [12], and the

• Extract BR from yield for e and µ and the total BR of the decay. 

• First direct e/µ LFUV measurement - 
cancelling common systematics where 
only remaining are dominated by e and µ 
ID.

Results SL-tagged R(D(*))
• This analysis finds: 

• Most precise measurements of R(D) and R(D*) to date! 
• Breakdown between muon and electron modes: 

  electron:                                       muon: 

• Different measurement from Belle shows LFU between e and μ: 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R(D) = 0.307± 0.037± 0.016
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R(D⇤) = 0.283± 0.018± 0.014
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R(D) = 0.281± 0.042± 0.017
<latexit sha1_base64="zs12Li/eaztGgVNRjtQBSzXRMvY=">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</latexit>

R(D⇤) = 0.304± 0.022± 0.016
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R(D) = 0.373± 0.068± 0.030
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B(B0 ! D⇤�e+⌫e)

B(B0 ! D⇤�µ+⌫µ)
= 1.01± 0.01± 0.03
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) [%]ν + l* - D→ 0B(B
2 3 4 5 6 7

ALEPH
 0.33± 0.27 ±5.56 

OPAL incl
 0.57± 0.28 ±6.13 

OPAL excl
 0.36± 0.20 ±5.17 

DELPHI incl
 0.35± 0.14 ±4.96 

DELPHI excl
 0.42± 0.20 ±5.23 

CLEO
 0.37± 0.19 ±6.17 

BELLE untagged
 0.16± 0.02 ±4.90 

BELLE tagged
 0.22± 0.11 ±4.95 

BABAR untagged
 0.33± 0.04 ±4.52 

BABAR tagged
 0.31± 0.16 ±5.26 

Average
 0.12± 0.02 ±5.06 

HFLAV
Spring 2019
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TABLE III. Signal and background fractions (%) for events selected in the signal region of (| cos ✓B,D⇤`| < 1, 0.144 GeV/c2 <
�M < 0.147 GeV/c2, pe > 0.80 GeV/c, pµ > 0.85 GeV/c).

SVD1(e) SVD1(µ) SVD2 (e) SVD2 (µ)

Signal yield 19318 19748 88622 87060

Signal 79.89 ± 0.58 80.12 ± 0.52 81.00 ± 0.19 79.86 ± 0.20

Fake ` 0.09 ± 0.16 1.55 ± 0.69 0.10 ± 0.79 1.15 ± 0.38

Fake D⇤ 3.05 ± 0.09 2.89 ± 0.06 2.94 ± 0.01 2.81 ± 0.01

D⇤⇤ 5.82 ± 0.40 4.00 ± 0.24 5.08 ± 0.14 3.62 ± 0.08

Signal corr. 1.24 ± 0.34 1.99 ± 0.38 1.42 ± 0.07 2.39 ± 0.14

Uncorrelated 5.81 ± 0.50 5.01 ± 0.58 4.96 ± 0.15 5.00 ± 0.24

Continuum 4.11 ± 0.64 4.44 ± 0.74 4.48 ± 0.38 5.16 ± 0.46

finite detector resolution and e�ciency,

N exp

i =
40X

j=1

(Rij✏jN
prod

j ) + Nbkg

i , (24)

where ✏j is the probability that an event generated in bin
j is reconstructed and passes the analysis selection crite-
ria, and Rij is the detector response matrix (the probabil-
ity that an event generated in bin j is observed in bin i).
The value of Rij is zero for bins where i and j correspond
to di↵erent observables, e.g. w vs cos ✓`. The quantity
Nbkg

i is the number of expected background events as
determined from the background yield fit.

In the nominal |Vcb| fit we use the following �2 function
based on a forward folding approach:

�2 =
X

i,j

�
Nobs

i � N exp

i

�
C�1

ij

�
Nobs

j � N exp

j

�
, (25)

where Nobs

i are the number of events observed in bin i of
our data sample, and C�1

ij is the inverse of the covariance
matrix C. The covariance matrix diagonal elements are
the variances, and the o↵-diagonal elements are the co-
variances of the elements from the ith and jth positions.
The covariance is calculated for each pair of bins in ei-
ther w, cos ✓`, cos ✓V and �. The o↵-diagonal elements
are calculated as,

Cij = NPij � NPiPj , 8i 6= j , (26)

where Pij is the relative population in a two-dimensional
histogram between observable pairs, Pi and Pj are the
relative populations in the one-dimensional histograms of
each observable, and N is the total size of the sample.
The statistical overlap between the bins of same observ-
able is zero, thus the statistical covariance between those
bins is zero. The diagonal elements are the variances of

N exp

i and are calculated as,

�2

i =
40X

j=1


R2

ij✏
2

jN
th

j + R2

ij
✏j(1 � ✏j)

N
data

(N th

j )2

+Rij
1 � Rij

N 0
data

✏2j (N
th

j )2 + R2

ij
✏j(1 � ✏j

N
MC

(N th

j )2

+Rij
1 � Rij

N 0
MC

✏2j (N
th

j )2
�

+ �2(Nbkg

i ), (27)

which uses the Poisson uncertainty associated with the
number of events in the MC and data in each bin, and
the final term is the total error associated with the back-
ground arising from the background fit procedure. The
quantity N 0

data

is the total number of reconstructed de-
cays to a given final state in real data and N

data

is the
e�ciency corrected number of events in the real dataset.
The analogous MC quantities are N 0

MC

, which is the to-
tal number of MC events after reconstruction, and N

MC

,
which is the total number of signal events in the MC
before reconstruction e↵ects. We have tested this fit pro-
cedure using MC simulated data samples and all results
are consistent with expectations, showing no signs of bias.
The results from the fit are summarized in Table IV, and
the fit correlation coe�cients are given in Table V. The
comparison between data and the fit result is shown in
Fig. 5.

B. Branching fraction measurement

The branching fraction of B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) is ob-
tained with the relation,

B =
N

signal

NB0 ⇥ ✏ ⇥ B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) ⇥ B(D0 ! K�⇡+)
,

(28)
where N

signal

is the number of signal events after ap-
plying all the selection criteria, ✏ is the corrected recon-
struction e�ciency evaluated from MC, while the val-
ues of the branching fractions B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and
B(D0 ! K�⇡+) are taken from Ref. [13]. The branching
fraction is reported for all subsamples separately, as well

Phys. Rev. D 100, 052007
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Extraction of |Vcb| from BGL 

F(1)|Vcb|ηEW 103=  34.9 ± 0.2 ± 0.6

12

TABLE VI. Fit results for the electron and muon sub-samples in the BGL parameterization where the following parameters
are floated: ãf

0 , ã
f
1 , ã

F1
1 , ãF1

2 , ãg
0 along with F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW (derived from ãf

0 ). The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the
statistical errors only.

e µ

ãf
0 ⇥ 102 �0.0507 ± 0.0005 �0.0505 ± 0.0006

ãf
1 ⇥ 102 �0.0673 ± 0.0220 �0.0626 ± 0.0252

ãF1
1 ⇥ 102 �0.0292 ± 0.0086 �0.0247 ± 0.0096

ãF1
2 ⇥ 102 +0.3407 ± 0.1674 +0.3123 ± 0.1871

ãg
0 ⇥ 102 �0.0864 ± 0.0024 �0.0994 ± 0.0027

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW ⇥ 103 35.01 ± 0.31 34.84 ± 0.35

�2/ndf 48/35 43/35

p-value 0.08 0.26

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.91 ± 0.02 4.88 ± 0.03

TABLE VII. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the BGL parameterization.

ãf
0 ãf

1 ãF
1 ãF

2 ãg
0

ãf
0 +1.000 �0.790 �0.775 +0.669 �0.038

ãf
1 +1.000 +0.472 �0.411 �0.406

ãF
1 +1.000 �0.981 +0.071

ãF
2 +1.000 �0.057

ãg
0 +1.000

into 10 bins of equal width where the width of each dis-
tribution is equal to 0.05, 0.2, 0.2 and 2⇡

10

respectively.
The bins are labelled with a common index i where i
= 1,...,40. The bins i = 1,...,10 correspond to the 10
bins of w distribution with bin ranging from w = 1.0
to w = 1.50, i = 11,...,20 correspond to the 10 bins of
cos ✓` distribution with bin ranging from cos ✓` = �1.0 to
cos ✓` = +1.0, i = 21,...,30 correspond to the 10 bins of
cos ✓

v

distribution with bin ranging from cos ✓
v

= �1.0
to cos ✓

v

= +1.0 and i = 31,...,40 correspond to the 10
bins of � distribution with the bin ranging from � = �⇡
to � = ⇡.

The values of |Vcb| and the form factors extracted from
fits to these data are found to be compatible with the
nominal analysis approach used in this paper. The over-
all uncertainties may be slightly larger as non-linear cor-
relations of systematic uncertainties are not captured by
the covariance matrices.

IX. RESULTS

The full results for the CLN fit are given below, where
the first uncertainty is statistical, and the second system-

atic:

⇢2 = 1.106 ± 0.031 ± 0.007, (24)

R
1

(1) = 1.229 ± 0.028 ± 0.009, (25)

R
2

(1) = 0.852 ± 0.021 ± 0.006, (26)

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 = 35.06 ± 0.15 ± 0.56, (27)

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) = (4.90 ± 0.02 ± 0.16)%, (28)

where the first error is statistical and the second error
is systematic. The dominant systematic uncertainties
are the track reconstruction or the lepton ID uncertainty
which are correlated between di↵erent bins. These results
are consistent with, and more precise than, those pub-
lished in Refs. [7, 25–27]. We find the value of branching
fraction is insensitive to the choice of parameterization.
We also present the results from the BGL fit, where the
first uncertainty is statistical, and the second systematic.

ãf
0

⇥ 103 = �0.506 ± 0.004 ± 0.008, (29)

ãf
1

⇥ 103 = �0.65 ± 0.17 ± 0.09, (30)

ãF1
1

⇥ 103 = �0.270 ± 0.064 ± 0.023, (31)

ãF1
2

⇥ 103 = +3.27 ± 1.25 ± 0.45, (32)

ãg
0

⇥ 103 = �0.929 ± 0.018 ± 0.013, (33)

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 = 34.93 ± 0.23 ± 0.59, (34)

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) = (4.90 ± 0.02 ± 0.16)%. (35)

These results are lower than those based on a prelim-
inary tagged approach by Belle [28], as performed in
Refs. [20, 21]. Both sets of fits give acceptable �2/ndf:
therefore the data do not discriminate between the pa-
rameterizations. The result with the BGL paramterisa-
tion is consistent with the CLN result but has a larger
fit uncertainty.

Taking the value of F(1) = 0.906 ± 0.013 from Lattice
QCD in Ref. [29] and ⌘

EW

= 1.0066 from Ref. [19], we
find the following values for |Vcb|: (38.4±0.2±0.6±0.6)⇥
10�3 (CLN+LQCD) and (38.3 ± 0.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�3

(BGL+LQCD). The errors correspond to the statistical,
systematic and lattice QCD uncertainties respectively.

Consistent with CLN!!!
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TABLE IV. Fit results for the four subsamples in the CLN parametrization where the following parameters are floated: ⇢2,
R

1

(1), R
2

(1) along with F(1)|Vcb⌘EW |. The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the statistical errors only.

SVD1 e SVD1 µ SVD2 e SVD2 µ

⇢2 1.165 ± 0.099 1.165 ± 0.102 1.087 ± 0.046 1.095 ± 0.051

R
1

(1) 1.326 ± 0.106 1.336 ± 0.103 1.117 ± 0.040 1.287 ± 0.047

R
2

(1) 0.767 ± 0.073 0.777 ± 0.074 0.861 ± 0.030 0.884 ± 0.034

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 34.66 ± 0.48 35.01 ± 0.50 35.25 ± 0.23 34.98 ± 0.25

�2/ndf 35/36 36/36 44/36 43/36

p-value 0.52 0.47 0.17 0.20

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.89 ± 0.06 4.96 ± 0.06 4.93 ± 0.03 4.86 ± 0.03

TABLE V. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the CLN parametrization.

⇢2 R
1

(1) R
2

(1) F(1)|Vcb|
⇢2 +1.000 +0.593 �0.883 +0.655

R
1

(1) +1.000 �0.692 �0.062

R
2

(1) +1.000 �0.268

F(1)|Vcb| +1.000

as combined. The measurement of lepton flavor univer-
sality is performed using the measured branching frac-
tions of the electron and muon samples. The systematic
uncertainties almost entirely cancel, with the exception
of those related to electron and muon identification.

C. Fit to the BGL parametrization

To perform the fit to the BGL parametrization we fol-
low the approach in Ref. [20]. We truncate the series in
the expansion of the af and ag terms at O(z2) and at
order O(z3) for the aF1 terms. Due to very large correla-
tions when introducing ag

1

we remove it from the nominal
fit procedure. This results in five free parameters (one
more than in the CLN fit), defined as ãf

i = |Vcb|⌘EW

af
i

where i = 0, 1, ãg
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

ag
i where i = 1 and

ãF1
i = |Vcb|⌘EW

aF1
i , where i = 1, 2. From equation 14

and 15, the relationship between |Vcb|F(1)⌘EW and our
fitting parameter ãf

0

is

|Vcb|⌘EWF(1) =
1

2
p

mBmD⇤

⇣ |ãf
0

|
Pf (0)�f (0)

⌘
. (29)

This number of free parameters can describe the data
well, while higher order terms will not be well constrained
unless additional information from lattice QCD is intro-
duced. We perform a �2 fit to the data with the same
procedure as in the CLN fit described above. The result-
ing value for |Vcb| is consistent with that from the CLN
parametrization. The fit results are given in Table VI and
Fig. 6. The linear statistical correlation coe�cients are
listed in Table VII. Correlations can be high in this fit

approach: only the SVD1+SVD2 combined samples are
fitted as the fit does not converge well with the smaller
SVD1 data set.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

To estimate systematic uncertainties on the partial
branching fractions, form factor parameters, and |Vcb|,
we consider the following sources: background compo-
nent normalizations, particle identification, tracking e�-
ciency, charm branching fractions, B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ branching
fractions and form factors, the B0 lifetime, and the num-
ber of B0 mesons in the data sample. The systematic un-
certainties on the branching fraction, F(1)|Vcb| and CLN
form factor parameters from the CLN fit are summarized
in Table VIII, while the uncertainties on the BGL fit are
given in Table IX.

We estimate systematic uncertainties by varying each
possible uncertainty source such as the PDF shape and
signal reconstruction e�ciency with the assumption of a
Gaussian error, unless otherwise stated. This is done via
sets of pseudoexperiments in which each independent sys-
tematic uncertainty parameter is randomly varied using
a normal distribution. The entire analysis is repeated for
each pseudoexperiment and the spread on each measured
observable is taken as the systematic error.

The parameters varied are split into two categories,
those that a↵ect the shapes and those that a↵ect only the
normalization. We start with the former contributions.

• The tracking e�ciency corrections for low momen-
tum tracks vary with track p

T

, as do the relative
uncertainties. We conservatively treat the uncer-
tainties in each slow pion p

T

bin to be fully corre-
lated.

• The lepton identification e�ciencies are varied ac-
cording to their respective uncertainties, which
are dominated by contributions that are correlated
across all bins in p

lab

and ✓
lab

. The electron and
muon systematic uncertainties are calculated sepa-
rately as well as combined.

• When additional parameters are added 
correlations >>0.95 causing fit instability. 

• This should be resolved with LQCD at non-
zero recoil!
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TABLE VI. Fit results for the electron and muon subsamples in the BGL parametrization where the following parameters are
floated: ãf

0

, ãf
1

, ãF1
1

, ãF1
2

, ãg
0

along with F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

(derived from ãf
0

). The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the
statistical errors only.

e µ

ãf
0

⇥ 102 �0.0507 ± 0.0005 �0.0505 ± 0.0006

ãf
1

⇥ 102 �0.0673 ± 0.0220 �0.0626 ± 0.0252

ãF1
1

⇥ 102 �0.0292 ± 0.0086 �0.0247 ± 0.0096

ãF1
2

⇥ 102 +0.3407 ± 0.1674 +0.3123 ± 0.1871

ãg
0

⇥ 102 �0.0864 ± 0.0024 �0.0994 ± 0.0027

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 35.01 ± 0.31 34.84 ± 0.35

�2/ndf 48/35 43/35

p-value 0.08 0.26

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.91 ± 0.02 4.88 ± 0.03

TABLE VII. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the BGL parametrization.

ãf
0

ãf
1

ãF
1

ãF
2

ãg
0

ãf
0

+1.000 �0.790 �0.775 +0.669 �0.038

ãf
1

+1.000 +0.472 �0.411 �0.406

ãF
1

+1.000 �0.981 +0.071

ãF
2

+1.000 �0.057

ãg
0

+1.000

position uncertainty is estimated based on uncer-
tainties of the branching fractions: ±6% for B̄ !
D

1

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`, ±12% for B̄ ! D⇤
2

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`,
±24% for B̄ ! D0

1

(! D⇤⇡⇡)`⌫̄` and ±17% for
B̄ ! D⇤

0

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`. If the experimentally-
measured branching fractions are not applicable,
we vary the branching fractions continuously from
0% to 200% in the MC expectation. We estimate
an uncertainty arising from the LLSW model pa-
rameters by changing the correction factors within
the parameter uncertainties.

• The relative number of B0B̄0 meson pairs com-
pared to B+B� pairs collected by Belle has a
small uncertainty and a↵ects only the relative com-
position of cross-feed signal events from B+ and
B0 decays. The fraction f

+�/f
00

= B(⌥(4S) !
B+B�)/B(⌥(4S) ! B0B̄0) is varied within its un-
certainty [24].

The uncertainties that only a↵ect the overall normal-
ization are: the tracking e�ciency for high momentum
tracks, the branching fraction B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and
B(D0 ! K�⇡+), the total number of ⌥(4S) events in
the sample, and the B0 lifetime.

VIII. DIFFERENTIAL DATA

In addition to the fit results, we report all necessary
data required to perform fits to any choice of form factor
parametrization. Specifically we report the background
subtracted di↵erential yields (N

obs

) with the statistical
error and the signal e�ciency (✏) in Table X. The sys-
tematic uncertainties in each measured bin are given in
Tables XI - XIV, the detector response matrices (R) are
given in Tables XV - XVIII for electrons and XIX - XXII
for muons. The statistical uncertainty correlations (⇢stat)
between measured bins are given in Tables XXIII - XXVI
for electrons and XXVII - XXX for muons. The sys-
tematic uncertainty correlations (⇢sys) between measured
bins are given in Tables XXXI - XXXIV.

The correlations between systematic errors in pairs of
bins of (w, cos ✓`, cos ✓

v

, �) are determined using a toy
MC approach, described in Sec. VII. The total covari-
ance, for use in the �2 minimization function [Eq. 25] is
defined as

Covij = ⇢statij �stat

i �stat

j + ⇢sysij �sys

i �sys

j . (30)

As we provide only the background subtracted di↵eren-
tial distributions, the expected yield in Eq. (25) becomes

N exp.
i =

40X

j=1

(Rij✏jN
theory

j ). (31)

The distributions in w, cos ✓`, cos ✓
v

and � are divided
into 10 bins of equal width where the width of each distri-
bution is equal to 0.05, 0.2, 0.2 and 2⇡

10

respectively. The
bins are labeled with a common index i where i = 1,...,40.
The bins i = 1,...,10 correspond to the 10 bins of w dis-
tribution with bin ranging from w = 1.0 to w = 1.50, i =
11,...,20 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓` distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓` = �1.0 to cos ✓` = +1.0, i =
21,...,30 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓

v

distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓

v

= �1.0 to cos ✓
v

= +1.0 and
i = 31,...,40 correspond to the 10 bins of � distribution
with the bin ranging from � = �⇡ to � = ⇡.

Fit correlations.

• Our nominal result uses a0f, a1f, a1F, a2F, a0g 
(1 more parameter than CLN).

Phys. Rev. D 100, 052007

Theory Tag Reco Project Fit Results Belle II B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` at Belle I and Belle II

Form factor (FF) parametrizations

Di↵erent FF parametrization =) Di↵erent |Vcb| =) Might solve incl. vs. excl. tension!

CLN (Caprini, Lellouch, Neubert) [hep-ph/9712417]

HQET relations + corrections in
powers of ⇤QCD/mb, ↵s .

z(w) =

p
w + 1 �

p
2

p
w + 1 +

p
2

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄`:

hA1 (w) = hA1 (1)
⇣
�z3

⇣
231⇢2

D⇤ � 91
⌘
+

+ z2
⇣
53⇢2

D⇤ � 15
⌘
� 8z⇢2

D⇤ + 1
⌘
,

R1(w) = R1(1) + 0.05(w � 1)2 � 0.12(w � 1),

R2(w) = R2(1) � 0.06(w � 1)2 + 0.11(w � 1)

For B̄ �! D`�⌫̄`:
(1+r)2

4r f 2+(w) = G(1)(1 � 8⇢2
Dz+

+ (51⇢2
D � 10)z2 + (252⇢2

D � 84)z3)

BGL (Boyd, Grinstein, Lebed) [hep-ph/9508211]

No HQET input

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄`: [1703.06124]

hA1 (w) =
f (w)

p
mBmD⇤ (1 + w)

R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD⇤
g(w)

f (w)

R2(w) =
w � r

w � 1
�

F1(w)

mB (w � 1)f (w)

For B̄ �! D⇤`�⌫̄` and B̄ �! D`�⌫̄`:

f+ and f , g ,F1 are parametrized as

1

Pi (z)�i (z)

NX

n=0

ai,n z
n

Cut o↵ at N = 2, 3, . . . (when �2/ndf is

satisfying).

Kilian Lieret Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich | Belle 4 / 18

• More studies can/have been done with more floating parameters. 

• Possibility of pull when floating without more LQCD constraints.

Fi (w) = 
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|Vcb| Summary 

|Vcb| x 103 =  38.4 ± 0.6 (CLN-Belle2019) (B→D*lv)[1] 

|Vcb| x 103 =  38.3 ± 0.8 (BGL-Belle2019) (B→D*lv)[1] 

|Vcb| x 103 =  38.4 ± 0.9 (BGL-BaBar2019) (B→D*lv)[2] 

|Vcb| x 103 =  39.9 ± 1.3 (CLN-Belle2016) (B→Dlv)[3] 

|Vcb| x 103 =  40.8 ± 1.1 (BCL-Belle2016)(B→Dlv)[3]

�17

• CLN and BGL agree for  both Belle and BaBar 
• Inclusive and Exclusive tension still persistent !!! 
• CLN and BGL form factor differences at zero-recoil (minimum higher 

order HQET corrections) need to be investigated further.

Last 10 years…

|Vcb| x 103 = 42.2 ± 0.8 (Inclusive-HFLAV)[4]

F(1) = 0.906± 0.013
10.1103/PhysRevD.89.114504
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|Vub|

�18
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|Vub| from 

• Helicity and CKM suppressed  

• Measurement is done using Inclusive tagging method

�19

B ! µ⌫̄ To be submitted to PRD

Florian Bernlochner EPS-HEP 2019 — Ghent, Belgium !18

Analysis Strategy

B ! µ⌫µ Standard Model

B ! µ⌫µ (and B ! e⌫e) yet to be observed. Both helicity and CKM suppressed.

Pure leptonic channels are a golden mode to extract |Vub|.
Highly sensitive to new physics.

B(B ! `⌫`)SM =
G

2
FmBm

2
`

8⇡

 
1 � m

2
`

m

2
B

!2

f

2
B |Vub|2 ⌧B

B(B ! µ⌫µ)SM = (4.26 ± 0.81)⇥ 10�7

Previous Belle result (2018)a:
a: Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 031801 (2018)

B(B ! µ⌫µ) = (6.64 ± 2.22 ± 1.60)⇥ 10�7 @ 2.4�

b

u

µ

⌫µ

W+

B+

Search for B ! `⌫� and B ! µ⌫µ and Test of Lepton Universality with R(K⇤) at Belle - Markus Prim 22nd March 2019 10/23

4.1. Event Reconstruction 23

Inclusive Tag
‘ = O(100)%
Consistency of Btag

?

Semileptonic Tag
‘ = O(1)%
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of the interplay between the di�erent tagging methods. The trade-
o� is always between information/purity and e�ciency. This originates from
the constraints on the reconstructed B mesons, e.g. for the hadronic and
semileptonic tag candidate a specific decay has to be reconstructed, whereas
the inclusive tag candidate is constructed without any requirement on the
specific decay. For this analysis, the most important key performance indicator
of the tagging variant is e�ciency. Figure taken from [25].

lower energetic track is rejected.

Photons are reconstructed from calorimeter clusters where no charged track is located in
the proximity.

Particle candidates surviving this selection are used to form a Btag candidate.

4.1.1. Inclusive Btag Reconstruction

After cleansing the ROE from beam remnants and reconstruction artifacts, the remaining
tracks and neutral clusters are combined to the inclusive Btag candidate. Its four-vector in
the center-of-mass frame is given by

pµ
cms =

AÒ
p2

cms + m2
B

pcms

B

, (4.1)

with pcms =
q pi ’p œ ROE. The momentum magnitude of the four-vector is constrained

by the kinematics of the two-body decay �(4S) æ B+B≠. This information is used to
fix the magnitude of the momentum component p to the value of 332 MeV, which yields
a much better momentum resolution compared to the reconstructed magnitude of the
momentum from the sum of all ROE tracks and clusters. Thus only the direction of the
inclusive Btag is determined from the reconstructed tracks and clusters.

To further improve the resolution of the inclusive tag candidate, the error of the momentum
distribution is studied. There is no information available on the specific decay mode of
the tag-side B when using this inclusive approach. Therefore, no information is available

The Belle Experiment

Belle recorded 711 fb�1 on the ⌥(4S) resonance.

Search for B ! `⌫� and B ! µ⌫µ and Test of Lepton Universality with R(K⇤) at Belle - Markus Prim 22nd March 2019 2/23

e.g.

only about 300

decays in entire 

Belle data set of 


2 x 771 x 106 B-Meson 

decays

In SM: 

Helicity & CKM suppressed
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Analysis Strategy

B ! µ⌫µ Standard Model

B ! µ⌫µ (and B ! e⌫e) yet to be observed. Both helicity and CKM suppressed.

Pure leptonic channels are a golden mode to extract |Vub|.
Highly sensitive to new physics.
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of the interplay between the di�erent tagging methods. The trade-
o� is always between information/purity and e�ciency. This originates from
the constraints on the reconstructed B mesons, e.g. for the hadronic and
semileptonic tag candidate a specific decay has to be reconstructed, whereas
the inclusive tag candidate is constructed without any requirement on the
specific decay. For this analysis, the most important key performance indicator
of the tagging variant is e�ciency. Figure taken from [25].

lower energetic track is rejected.

Photons are reconstructed from calorimeter clusters where no charged track is located in
the proximity.

Particle candidates surviving this selection are used to form a Btag candidate.

4.1.1. Inclusive Btag Reconstruction

After cleansing the ROE from beam remnants and reconstruction artifacts, the remaining
tracks and neutral clusters are combined to the inclusive Btag candidate. Its four-vector in
the center-of-mass frame is given by

pµ
cms =

AÒ
p2

cms + m2
B

pcms

B

, (4.1)

with pcms =
q pi ’p œ ROE. The momentum magnitude of the four-vector is constrained

by the kinematics of the two-body decay �(4S) æ B+B≠. This information is used to
fix the magnitude of the momentum component p to the value of 332 MeV, which yields
a much better momentum resolution compared to the reconstructed magnitude of the
momentum from the sum of all ROE tracks and clusters. Thus only the direction of the
inclusive Btag is determined from the reconstructed tracks and clusters.

To further improve the resolution of the inclusive tag candidate, the error of the momentum
distribution is studied. There is no information available on the specific decay mode of
the tag-side B when using this inclusive approach. Therefore, no information is available
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of the colliding e
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�-pair. The candidate is required to277

have a distance of closest approach to the nominal in-278

teraction point transverse to and along the beam axis of279

dr < 0.5 cm and |dz| < 2 cm, respectively. This initial280

selection results in a signal-side e�ciency of ⇡ 99.8%.281
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tracks is imposed, dr < 10 cm and |dz| < 20 cm, to also286
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from the interaction region. All ROE charged particles288

are treated as pions and no further particle identification289

is performed. Track candidates with a transverse mo-290

mentum of pT < 275 MeV do not leave the CDC, but291

curl back into the detector. To avoid double counting of292

those tracks, we check if such are compatible with an-293

other track. If the track parameters indicate that this is294
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Here plab
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j denote the three-momentum of tracks300
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This improves the resolution with respect to using the308
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with f the calibration function and the absolute di↵er-336

ence between corrected and simulated three momentum337

is found to be minimal for ⇣ = 0.58. Using the calibrated338

tag-side B meson three-momentum p⇤
tag,cal, we boost the339
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rest frame using341
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+

⌫µ decays in the c.m. frame with the343

obtained resolution in the B rest frame (further denoted344

as pBµ ) using the calibrated momentum vector. Carrying345

out the boost into the approximated B meson rest frame346

significantly improves the resolution and the sensitivity347
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To reduce the sizable background from continuum pro-349

cesses, a multivariate classifier using an optimized imple-350

mentation of gradient-BDTs [38] is used and trained to351

distinguish B
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+

⌫µ signal decays from continuum352
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�-collision processes di↵er signifi-354
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+

e

� ! ⌥(4S) ! B B̄ pro-355

cess. Event shape variables, such as the magnitude of356

the thrust of final state particles from both B mesons,357

the reduced Fox-Wolfram moment R
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, the modified Fox-358
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4.1. Event Reconstruction 27

Figure 4.5.: The calibration function of the inclusive tag vector determined on signal MC.
Each data point represents the mean of the MC distribution in a bin of the
reconstructed pz distribution. The blue line is the result of a smoothed spline
fit onto the determined means in the reconstructed bins to get a smooth
calibration function.

Figure 4.6.: The average error vector for the reconstructed inclusive tag momentum. The
gray distribution is without the calibration function applied, the blue distribu-
tion with the calibration function applied and the red distribution after the
absolute momentum has been corrected with › = 0.577 to minimize the mean
of the error vector distribution.
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then335
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�
z
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with f the calibration function and the absolute di↵er-336

ence between corrected and simulated three momentum337

is found to be minimal for ⇣ = 0.58. Using the calibrated338

tag-side B meson three-momentum p⇤
tag,cal, we boost the339

signal-side muon candidate into the signal-side B meson340

rest frame using341

p
sig

= �p⇤
tag,cal . (7)

Figure 2 compares the muon momentum spectrum for342

signal B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ decays in the c.m. frame with the343

obtained resolution in the B rest frame (further denoted344

as pBµ ) using the calibrated momentum vector. Carrying345

out the boost into the approximated B meson rest frame346

significantly improves the resolution and the sensitivity347

of this search.348

To reduce the sizable background from continuum pro-349

cesses, a multivariate classifier using an optimized imple-350

mentation of gradient-BDTs [38] is used and trained to351

distinguish B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ signal decays from continuum352

processes. The BDT exploits that the event topology353

for non-resonant e

+

e

�-collision processes di↵er signifi-354

cantly from the resonant e

+

e

� ! ⌥(4S) ! B B̄ pro-355

cess. Event shape variables, such as the magnitude of356

the thrust of final state particles from both B mesons,357

the reduced Fox-Wolfram moment R
2

, the modified Fox-358

4.1. Event Reconstruction 27

Figure 4.5.: The calibration function of the inclusive tag vector determined on signal MC.
Each data point represents the mean of the MC distribution in a bin of the
reconstructed pz distribution. The blue line is the result of a smoothed spline
fit onto the determined means in the reconstructed bins to get a smooth
calibration function.

Figure 4.6.: The average error vector for the reconstructed inclusive tag momentum. The
gray distribution is without the calibration function applied, the blue distribu-
tion with the calibration function applied and the red distribution after the
absolute momentum has been corrected with › = 0.577 to minimize the mean
of the error vector distribution.
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The small amount of background from rare b ! s/d263

processes is dominated by B

+ ! K

0

L ⇡

+ decays. Sub-264

dominant contributions are given by the decays B

+ !265

K

+

⇡

0 and B

0 ! ⇢

+

⇡

�. We adjust those branching266

fractions to the latest averages of Ref. [4].267

Table I summarizes the used branching fractions for all268

important background processes.269
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of the colliding e

+

e

�-pair. The candidate is required to277
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teraction point transverse to and along the beam axis of279

dr < 0.5 cm and |dz| < 2 cm, respectively. This initial280
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from the interaction region. All ROE charged particles288
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22 4. Signal Reconstruction and Selection

Figure 4.1.: The reconstructed muon momentum in the center-of-mass reference frame pú
µ

and the parent B reference frame pB
µ using the reconstructed momentum of

the companion B meson with inclusive tagging.

These methods have a trade-o� between decreasing information of the companion B due less
stringent constraints on the reconstructed decay and increasing e�ciency. The interplay
between those tagging methods is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In the full Belle data set,
only around 350 signal events are expected. This requires a high reconstruction e�ciency.
Therefore, for this analysis, the inclusive tagging is chosen due to the absolute requirement
of e�ciency in the reconstruction.

The hadronic and semileptonic tagging algorithms are explained in [25,26]. In the following
I will go into the details on how an e�cient inclusive tag is reconstructed, with whose
4-momentum the lepton momentum in the parent B frame will be calculated.

Inclusive tagging does not impose any specific decay chains of the companion B meson.
All leftover tracks are treated under the pion mass hypothesis and all clusters in the
electromagnetic calorimeter are treated as photons. To reconstruct the B tag candidate,
simply all four-vectors of the pion tracks and photon clusters are combined, except for what
is used to reconstruct the signal side. The leftover tracks and clusters in the detector after
selecting the tracks and clusters required to reconstruct the signal side are the so-called rest
of event (ROE). To improve this inclusive reconstruction, some selections can be performed
on the ROE to avoid e.g. double counting from curling tracks or using calorimeter clusters
as photons although there is an associated track.

K0
S candidates are used if they survive the multivariate classification methods from [27].

All tracks originating from a K0
S candidate are not used for further selection.

Tracks with a transverse momentum pt < 275 MeV do not leave the CDC but curl back
into the detector. To avoid double counting of those tracks they are combined to form a
V0 candidate. When they originate from a common vertex and their track parameters
indicate that their momenta are back-to-back, the higher energetic track is kept and the

μ+νμ

Boost into Bsig+ 
rest frame:

pB
μ = 2.64 GeV

3

leptonic B meson decays are helicity and CKM suppressed. To maximize sensitivity an inclusive120

tagging approach is used in this measurement to reconstruct the second B meson produced in the121

collision. After a dedicated calibration, the directional information is used to boost the signal-122

side µ into the B meson rest-frame. This improves the sensitivity of the analysis considerably123

as in this frame the signal µ possesses a monochromatic momentum, which is smeared by the124

experimental resolution. Analyzing the µ momentum spectrum in this frame we find B(B+ !125

µ+ ⌫µ) = (5.3± 2.0± 0.9) ⇥ 10�7 with a one-sided significance of 2.8 standard deviations over the126

background-only hypothesis. This translates to a frequentist upper limit of B(B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ) <127

8.6 ⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL. The experimental spectrum is then used to search for a massive sterile128

neutrino, B+ ! µ+ N , finding no evidence for such a process for the range of 0 - 1.5 GeV of the129

sterile neutrino mass. The determined B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ branching fraction limit is further used to130

constrain the mass and coupling space of the type II and type III two Higgs doublet model.131

I. INTRODUCTION132

Precision measurements of leptonic decays of B mesons133

o↵er a unique tool to test the validity of the Standard134

Model of particle physics (SM). Produced by the annihi-135

lation of the b-u quark-pair and the subsequent emission136

of a virtual W -boson decaying into a lepton and anti-137

neutrino pair, this process is both Cabibbo-Kobayashi-138

Maskawa (CKM) and helicity suppressed in the SM. The139

branching fraction of the B

+ ! `

+

⌫`
1 process is given140

by141

B(B+ ! `

+

⌫`) =
G

2

F mB m

2

`

8⇡

 
1� m

2

`

m

2

B

!
2

f

2

B |Vub|
2

⌧B ,

(1)
with GF denoting Fermi’s constant, mB and m` the B142

meson and lepton mass, respectively, and |Vub| the rel-143

evant CKM matrix element of the process. Further, ⌧B144

denotes the B meson lifetime and the decay constant fB145

parametrizes the b-u annihilation process,146

h0|Aµ|B(p)i = i p

µ
fB (2)

with A

µ = b̄�

µ
�

5

u the corresponding axial-vector cur-147

rent and p

µ the B meson four-momentum. The value of148

b

u

µ

⌫µ
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FIG. 1. The SM leptonic B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ decay process and
possible BSM processes with and without a sterile neutrino
N in the final state are shown.

1

Charge conjugation is implied throughout this manuscript. Fur-

ther we use natural units c = ~ = 1 throughout.

fB has to be determined using non-perturbative meth-149

ods, such as lattice QCD [1] or QCD sum-rule calcula-150

tions [2, 3].151

In this manuscript an improved search for B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ152

using the full Belle data set is presented. Using the re-153

sults of fB = 184± 4 MeV [1] and either inclusive or ex-154

clusive world averages for |Vub| [4] one finds an expected155

SM branching fraction of B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = (4.3± 0.8)⇥156

10�7 and B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = (3.8± 0.4) ⇥ 10�7, respec-157

tively. This results in only about 300 possible signal158

events in the entirety of the Belle data set of 711 fb�1 of159

integrated luminosity recorded at the ⌥(4S) resonance.160

Thus it is imperative to maximize the overall selection161

e�ciency, which rules out the use of exclusive tagging al-162

gorithms, as even advanced machine learning based im-163

plementations such as Ref. [5] only achieve e�ciencies of164

a few percent. After identifying a potential signal decay165

from a high momentummuon candidate, the charged par-166

ticles and neutral energy depositions of the rest-of-the-167

event (ROE) are used to reconstruct the second B meson168

produced in the collision process. With such an inclu-169

sive reconstruction one reduces non-resonant e+e� ! qq170

(q = u, d , s , c) continuum processes, and, after a dedi-171

cated calibration, is able to deduce the direction of the172

signal B meson. This is used to carry out the search173

in the signal B rest frame, in which the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ174

decay produces a muon with a monochromatic momen-175

tum of p

B
µ = 2.64 GeV. The experimental resolution176

on the boost vector reconstructed from ROE informa-177

tion broadens this signal signature. Using this frame178

is the main improvement over the preceding analysis of179

Ref. [6], enhancing the expected sensitivity. Further, the180

modeling of the crucial b ! u` ⌫̄` semileptonic and con-181

tinuum backgrounds has been improved with respect to182

the preceding analysis. Ref. [6] determined a 90% con-183

fidence interval of [2.9, 10.7] ⇥ 10�7 of the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ184

branching fraction. The most stringent 90% upper limit185

of the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ branching fraction was determined186

by Ref. [7] with a value of < 1⇥ 10�6.187

In the presence of new physics interactions or particles,188

the CKM and helicity suppression of the B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ de-189

cay can be lifted: the presence of for instance a charged190

Higgs boson, favored in many supersymmetric exten-191

sions of the SM, could strongly enhance the observed192
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FIG. 3. The classifier output C
out

and the pBµ distribution
of o↵-resonance data are compared to the simulated contin-
uum background, after applying the correction described in
Section II.

laboratory frame. For the D

0

decay product candidates425

a looser requirement is imposed, selecting charged tracks426

with a three momentum of at least 0.3 GeV in the labo-427

ratory frame. To identify the kaon and pion candidates,428

we use the particle identification methods described in429

Section II. To further suppress contributions from back-430

ground processes we require that the reconstructed D

0

431

mass is to be within 50 MeV of its expected value. Using432

the reconstructed four vector of the B+ ! D

0

⇡

+ candi-433

date we impose additional cuts to enhance the purity of434

the selected sample by using the beam constrained mass435

and energy di↵erence:436

mbc =
q

s/4�
�
p⇤
B

+

�
2

> 5.2GeV ,

|�E| = |E⇤
B

+

�
p
s/2| < 0.2GeV .

(10)

Here p⇤
B

+

and E

⇤
B

+

denote the reconstructed B

+ three437

momentum and energy in the c.m. frame of the collid-438

ing e

+

e

�-pair, respectively. The inclusive tag is recon-439

structed in the same way as outlined in the previous sec-440

tion and Figure 4 shows the reconstructed prompt ⇡+ ab-441

solute three momentum p

B
⇡ after using the inclusive tag442

information to boost into the B

+ meson frame of rest.443

The simulated and reconstructed B

+ ! D

0

⇡

+ decays444

show good agreement. Using the signal side information,445

we also reconstruct the residual �p

B
⇡ = p

B
⇡ � p

B
sig

⇡ , with446

p

B
sig

⇡ denoting the absolute three momentum in the B

+

447

rest frame when reconstructed using the signal-side B

+

448

decay chain. The mean and variance of this distribu-449

tion between simulated and reconstructed sample show450

good agreement and are compatible within their statisti-451

cal uncertainties. We obtain a data driven estimate for452

the inclusive tag resolution for pB⇡ of 0.11 GeV.453

To validate the response of the multivariate classifier454

used to suppress continuum events, we remove the re-455

constructed D

0

decay products from the signal side to456

emulate the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ decay topology. Using the457

same training as for B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ we then recalculate458

the classifier output C

out

. Its distribution is shown in459

Figure 4 and simulated and reconstructed events are in460

good agreement. In Table IV we further compare the se-461

lection e�ciency denoted as ✏ between simulated and re-462

constructed events and defined with respect to the num-463

ber of overall reconstructed candidates for the four signal464

selection categories. The e�ciency from simulated and465

reconstructed events are in agreement within their sta-466

tistical uncertainty.467

TABLE IV. Selection e�ciencies of the category cuts defined
in Table 3 of simulated and reconstructed data events. The
quoted uncertainty is the statistical error.

Categories I-IV I+II III+IV

✏Data 0.030± 0.001 0.0047± 0.0003 0.024± 0.001

✏MC 0.030± 0.001 0.0051± 0.0003 0.025± 0.001

V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND LIMIT468

SETTING PROCEDURE469

In order to determine the B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ or B+ ! µ

+

N470

signal yield and to constrain all background yields, we471

perform a simultaneous binned likelihood fit to the p

B
µ472

spectra using the four event categories defined in Sec-473

tion III. The total likelihood function we consider has474

the form475

L =
Y

c

Lc ⇥
Y

k

Gk , (11)

with the individual category likelihoods Lc and nuisance-476

parameter (NP) constraints Gk. The product in Eq. 11477

runs over all categories c and fit components k, respec-478

tively (The role of the NP constraints is detailed in Sec-479

tion VI). Each category likelihood Lc is defined as the480

product of individual Poisson distributions P,481

Binned Likelihood fit 
with all syst. incorporated  

as NPs

- Analysis in B-Frame boosts sensitivity

- Improved description of Continuum backgrounds

- Improved modelling of 
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Binned Likelihood fit 
with all syst. incorporated  

as NPs

- Analysis in B-Frame boosts sensitivity

- Improved description of Continuum backgrounds

- Improved modelling of 

New result supersedes Belle (2018): 

b → uℓν̄ℓ
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• Improved modelling ofFlorian Bernlochner EPS-HEP 2019 — Ghent, Belgium !28
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FIG. 5. The b ! u ` ⌫` control region fit is shown: Category
I is defined as all events with cos⇥Bµ > 0 and category II
with cos⇥Bµ < 0.

With these events we carry out a two component fit, de-697

termining the yields of B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ signal and contin-698

uum events. This allows us to evaluate if the classifier se-699

lection could cause a sculpting of the background shape,700

which in turn would result in an erroneous spurious sig-701

nal. The low number of events passing the selection does702

not allow to further categorize the events using angular703

information as only 39 o↵-resonance events pass the se-704

lection. We fit 37 ± 10 background events and 1.8 ± 7705

signal events.706

VIII. RESULTS707

In Figure 6 the muon momentum spectrum in the B708

rest frame pBµ for the four signal categories is shown. The709

selected data events were used to maximize the likeli-710

hood Eq. 11: in total 4 ⇥ 22 bins with a 4 ⇥ 132 NPs711

parameterizing systematic uncertainties are determined.712

In Appendix A a full breakdown of the NP pulls is given.713

The recorded collision data is shown as data points and714

the fitted B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ signal and background compo-715

nents are displayed as colored histograms. The size of716

the systematic uncertainties is shown on the histograms717

as a hatched bands. We observe for the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ718

branching fraction a value of719

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = (5.3± 2.0± 0.9)⇥ 10�7

, (24)

with the first uncertainty denoting the statistical error720

and the second is from systematics. Figure 7 shows the721

profile likelihood ratio ⇤(⌫
sig

) (cf. Eq. 14). Assuming722

that all bins are described with approximative Gaussian723

errors and including systematics with their full covari-724

ance, we calculate a �

2 value of 58.8 with 84 degrees of725

freedom using the the predicted and observed bin values.726

The observed significance over the background only hy-727

pothesis using the one-sided test statistics Eq. 16 is 2.8728

standard deviations. This is in agreement with the me-729

dian SM expectation of 2.4+0.8
�0.9 standard deviations, cf.730

Section V.731

From the observed branching fraction we determine in732

combination with the B meson decay constant fB a value733

for the CKM matrix element |Vub|. Using fB = 184 ± 4734

MeV [1] we find735

|Vub| =
⇣
4.4+0.8

�0.9 ± 0.4± 0.1
⌘
⇥ 10�3

, (25)

where the first uncertainty is the statistical error, the736

second from systematics and the third from theory. This737

value is compatible with both exclusive and inclusive738

measurements of |Vub| [4].739

Due to the low significance of the observed B

+ !740

µ

+

⌫µ signal, we calculate Bayesian and Frequentist up-741

per limits of the branching fraction. We convert the likeli-742

hood into a Bayesian probability density function (PDF)743

using the procedure detailed in Section V and Eq. 19:744

Figure 9 shows the one-dimensional PDF, which was ob-745

tained using a flat prior in the partial branching fraction.746

The resulting Bayesian upper limit for B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ at747

90% confidence level (CL) is748

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) < 8.9⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL . (26)

The Frequentist upper limit is determined using fits to749

ensembles of Asimov data sets with NPs shifted to the ob-750

served best fit values. Figure 9 shows the corresponding751

Frequentist Likelihood, for convenience also converted752

into a PDF (blue dotted line) and the resulting upper753

limit at 90% CL is754

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) < 8.6⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL . (27)

The observed branching fraction is used to constrain755

the allowed parameter space of the two Higgs doublet756

model (2HDM) of type II and type III. In these mod-757

els the presence of a charged Higgs bosons as a new758

mediator with specific couplings would modify the ob-759

served branching fraction, cf. Figure 1. The e↵ect of the760

charged Higgs boson in the type II model is included in761

the expected B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ branching fraction by modify-762

ing Eq. 1 according to Ref. [44] to763

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = BSM ⇥
 
1� m

2

B tan2 �

m

2

H
+

!
2

(28)

Will become very  
interesting with Belle II

b ! u`⌫̄`

EPS 2019 preliminaryFor fB  = 184 ± 4 MeV     S. Aoki et al. (2017)
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• Exclusive Measurement  

• Clean signal in missing mass to measure exclusive |Vub| 

• Form factors fi(q2) computed with Light Cone Sum Rules or LQCD 

• Inclusive Measurement 

•                  signal enhanced w.r.t.             backgrounds in low MX and 
high q2

b ! u`⌫ b ! c

Interplay between theory and experiment crucial

Exclusive |Vub| average: (3.49 ±0.13) x10-3

Inclusive |Vub| averages: 
• |Vub| =                                                                                (DeFazio and Neubert)

• |Vub| =                                                                                (Bosch, Lange, Neubert, Paz)

• |Vub| =                                                                                (DGE)

5

heavy quark expansion. While experimentally, the electron momentum region above 2.1GeV/c is
favored, because the background is relatively low, the uncertainties for the theoretical predictions
are largest in the region near the kinematic endpoint. Detailed studies to assess the impact of
these four predictions on the measurements of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and
the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vub| are presented, with the lower limit on the elec-
tron momentum varied from 0.8GeV/c to the kinematic endpoint. We determine |Vub| using each
of these different calculations and find, |Vub| = (3.794 ± 0.107exp

+0.292
−0.219 SF

+0.078
−0.068 theory) × 10−3 (De

Fazio and Neubert), (4.563 ± 0.126exp
+0.230
−0.208 SF

+0.162
−0.163 theory) × 10−3 (Bosh, Lange, Neubert, and

Paz), (3.959 ± 0.104exp
+0.164
−0.154 SF

+0.042
−0.079 theory) × 10−3 (Gambino, Giordano, Ossola, and Uraltsev),

(3.848±0.108exp
+0.084
−0.070 theory)×10−3 (dressed gluon exponentiation), where the stated uncertainties

refer to the experimental uncertainties of the partial branching fraction measurement, the shape
function parameters, and the theoretical calculations.

PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 12.15.Hh, 12.38.Qk, 14.40.Nd

I. INTRODUCTION

Semileptonic decays of B mesons proceed via lead-
ing order weak interactions. They are expected to be
free of non-Standard-Model contributions and therefore
play a critical role in the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1] el-
ements |Vcb| and |Vub|. In the Standard Model (SM),
the CKM elements satisfy unitarity relations that can
be illustrated geometrically as triangles in the complex
plane. For one of these triangles, CP asymmetries deter-
mine the angles, |Vcb| normalizes the length of the sides,
and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite the
well-measured angle β. Thus, precise measurements of
|Vcb| and |Vub| are crucial to studies of flavor physics and
CP violation in the quark sector.

There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on exclusive semileptonic B decays, where the
hadron in the final state is a D,D∗, D∗∗ or π, ρ,ω, η, η′

meson, the other based on inclusive decays B → Xeν,
where X refers to either Xc or Xu, i.e., to any hadronic
state with or without charm, respectively.

The extractions of |Vcb| and |Vub| from measured in-
clusive or exclusive semileptonic B meson decays rely
on different experimental techniques to isolate the signal
and on different theoretical descriptions of QCD contri-
butions to the underlying weak decay processes. Thus,
they have largely independent uncertainties, and provide
important cross-checks of the methods and our under-
standing of these decays in general. At present, these
two methods result in values for |Vcb| and |Vub| that each
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.

Measurements of the total inclusive lepton spectrum in

5

heavy quark expansion. While experimentally, the electron momentum region above 2.1GeV/c is
favored, because the background is relatively low, the uncertainties for the theoretical predictions
are largest in the region near the kinematic endpoint. Detailed studies to assess the impact of
these four predictions on the measurements of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and
the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vub| are presented, with the lower limit on the elec-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semileptonic decays of B mesons proceed via lead-
ing order weak interactions. They are expected to be
free of non-Standard-Model contributions and therefore
play a critical role in the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1] el-
ements |Vcb| and |Vub|. In the Standard Model (SM),
the CKM elements satisfy unitarity relations that can
be illustrated geometrically as triangles in the complex
plane. For one of these triangles, CP asymmetries deter-
mine the angles, |Vcb| normalizes the length of the sides,
and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite the
well-measured angle β. Thus, precise measurements of
|Vcb| and |Vub| are crucial to studies of flavor physics and
CP violation in the quark sector.

There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on exclusive semileptonic B decays, where the
hadron in the final state is a D,D∗, D∗∗ or π, ρ,ω, η, η′

meson, the other based on inclusive decays B → Xeν,
where X refers to either Xc or Xu, i.e., to any hadronic
state with or without charm, respectively.

The extractions of |Vcb| and |Vub| from measured in-
clusive or exclusive semileptonic B meson decays rely
on different experimental techniques to isolate the signal
and on different theoretical descriptions of QCD contri-
butions to the underlying weak decay processes. Thus,
they have largely independent uncertainties, and provide
important cross-checks of the methods and our under-
standing of these decays in general. At present, these
two methods result in values for |Vcb| and |Vub| that each
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.

Measurements of the total inclusive lepton spectrum in
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heavy quark expansion. While experimentally, the electron momentum region above 2.1GeV/c is
favored, because the background is relatively low, the uncertainties for the theoretical predictions
are largest in the region near the kinematic endpoint. Detailed studies to assess the impact of
these four predictions on the measurements of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and
the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vub| are presented, with the lower limit on the elec-
tron momentum varied from 0.8GeV/c to the kinematic endpoint. We determine |Vub| using each
of these different calculations and find, |Vub| = (3.794 ± 0.107exp

+0.292
−0.219 SF

+0.078
−0.068 theory) × 10−3 (De

Fazio and Neubert), (4.563 ± 0.126exp
+0.230
−0.208 SF

+0.162
−0.163 theory) × 10−3 (Bosh, Lange, Neubert, and

Paz), (3.959 ± 0.104exp
+0.164
−0.154 SF

+0.042
−0.079 theory) × 10−3 (Gambino, Giordano, Ossola, and Uraltsev),

(3.848±0.108exp
+0.084
−0.070 theory)×10−3 (dressed gluon exponentiation), where the stated uncertainties

refer to the experimental uncertainties of the partial branching fraction measurement, the shape
function parameters, and the theoretical calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semileptonic decays of B mesons proceed via lead-
ing order weak interactions. They are expected to be
free of non-Standard-Model contributions and therefore
play a critical role in the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1] el-
ements |Vcb| and |Vub|. In the Standard Model (SM),
the CKM elements satisfy unitarity relations that can
be illustrated geometrically as triangles in the complex
plane. For one of these triangles, CP asymmetries deter-
mine the angles, |Vcb| normalizes the length of the sides,
and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite the
well-measured angle β. Thus, precise measurements of
|Vcb| and |Vub| are crucial to studies of flavor physics and
CP violation in the quark sector.

There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on exclusive semileptonic B decays, where the
hadron in the final state is a D,D∗, D∗∗ or π, ρ,ω, η, η′

meson, the other based on inclusive decays B → Xeν,
where X refers to either Xc or Xu, i.e., to any hadronic
state with or without charm, respectively.

The extractions of |Vcb| and |Vub| from measured in-
clusive or exclusive semileptonic B meson decays rely
on different experimental techniques to isolate the signal
and on different theoretical descriptions of QCD contri-
butions to the underlying weak decay processes. Thus,
they have largely independent uncertainties, and provide
important cross-checks of the methods and our under-
standing of these decays in general. At present, these
two methods result in values for |Vcb| and |Vub| that each
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.

Measurements of the total inclusive lepton spectrum in

Leptonic Decay |Vub| = 4.12(37)(9) × 10−3 (PDG 2019)
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• Exclusive Measurement  

• Clean signal in missing mass to measure exclusive |Vub| 

• Form factors fi(q2) computed with Light Cone Sum Rules or LQCD 

• Inclusive Measurement 

•                  signal enhanced w.r.t.             backgrounds in low MX and 
high q2

b ! u`⌫ b ! c

Interplay between theory and experiment crucial

Exclusive |Vub| average: (3.49 ±0.13) x10-3

Inclusive |Vub| averages: 
• |Vub| =                                                                                (DeFazio and Neubert)

• |Vub| =                                                                                (Bosch, Lange, Neubert, Paz)

• |Vub| =                                                                                (DGE)
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heavy quark expansion. While experimentally, the electron momentum region above 2.1GeV/c is
favored, because the background is relatively low, the uncertainties for the theoretical predictions
are largest in the region near the kinematic endpoint. Detailed studies to assess the impact of
these four predictions on the measurements of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and
the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vub| are presented, with the lower limit on the elec-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semileptonic decays of B mesons proceed via lead-
ing order weak interactions. They are expected to be
free of non-Standard-Model contributions and therefore
play a critical role in the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1] el-
ements |Vcb| and |Vub|. In the Standard Model (SM),
the CKM elements satisfy unitarity relations that can
be illustrated geometrically as triangles in the complex
plane. For one of these triangles, CP asymmetries deter-
mine the angles, |Vcb| normalizes the length of the sides,
and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite the
well-measured angle β. Thus, precise measurements of
|Vcb| and |Vub| are crucial to studies of flavor physics and
CP violation in the quark sector.

There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on exclusive semileptonic B decays, where the
hadron in the final state is a D,D∗, D∗∗ or π, ρ,ω, η, η′

meson, the other based on inclusive decays B → Xeν,
where X refers to either Xc or Xu, i.e., to any hadronic
state with or without charm, respectively.

The extractions of |Vcb| and |Vub| from measured in-
clusive or exclusive semileptonic B meson decays rely
on different experimental techniques to isolate the signal
and on different theoretical descriptions of QCD contri-
butions to the underlying weak decay processes. Thus,
they have largely independent uncertainties, and provide
important cross-checks of the methods and our under-
standing of these decays in general. At present, these
two methods result in values for |Vcb| and |Vub| that each
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.

Measurements of the total inclusive lepton spectrum in
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favored, because the background is relatively low, the uncertainties for the theoretical predictions
are largest in the region near the kinematic endpoint. Detailed studies to assess the impact of
these four predictions on the measurements of the electron spectrum, the branching fraction, and
the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vub| are presented, with the lower limit on the elec-
tron momentum varied from 0.8GeV/c to the kinematic endpoint. We determine |Vub| using each
of these different calculations and find, |Vub| = (3.794 ± 0.107exp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semileptonic decays of B mesons proceed via lead-
ing order weak interactions. They are expected to be
free of non-Standard-Model contributions and therefore
play a critical role in the determination of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1] el-
ements |Vcb| and |Vub|. In the Standard Model (SM),
the CKM elements satisfy unitarity relations that can
be illustrated geometrically as triangles in the complex
plane. For one of these triangles, CP asymmetries deter-
mine the angles, |Vcb| normalizes the length of the sides,
and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite the
well-measured angle β. Thus, precise measurements of
|Vcb| and |Vub| are crucial to studies of flavor physics and
CP violation in the quark sector.

There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on exclusive semileptonic B decays, where the
hadron in the final state is a D,D∗, D∗∗ or π, ρ,ω, η, η′

meson, the other based on inclusive decays B → Xeν,
where X refers to either Xc or Xu, i.e., to any hadronic
state with or without charm, respectively.

The extractions of |Vcb| and |Vub| from measured in-
clusive or exclusive semileptonic B meson decays rely
on different experimental techniques to isolate the signal
and on different theoretical descriptions of QCD contri-
butions to the underlying weak decay processes. Thus,
they have largely independent uncertainties, and provide
important cross-checks of the methods and our under-
standing of these decays in general. At present, these
two methods result in values for |Vcb| and |Vub| that each
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.
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differ by approximately 3 standard deviations [2].

In this paper, we present a measurement of the inclu-
sive electron momentum spectrum and branching frac-
tion (BF) for the sum of all semileptonic B → Xeν de-
cays, as well as measurements of the spectrum and partial
BF for charmless semileptonic B → Xueν decays. The
total rate for the B → Xueν decays is suppressed by
about a factor 50 compared to the B → Xceν decays.
This background dominates the signal spectrum except
near the high-momentum endpoint. In the rest frame
of the B meson, the electron spectrum for B → Xueν
signal extends to ∼ 2.6 GeV/c, while for the back-
ground B → Xceν decays the kinematic endpoint is at
∼ 2.3 GeV/c. In the Υ (4S) rest frame, the two B mesons
are produced with momenta of 300 MeV/c which extends
the electron endpoint by about 200 MeV/c. The endpoint
region above 2.3 GeV/c, which covers only about 10% of
the total electron spectrum, is more suited for the exper-
imental isolation of the charmless decays.

To distinguish contributions of the CKM suppressed
B → Xueν decays from those of CKM-favoredB → Xceν
decays, and from various other backgrounds, we fit the
inclusive electron momentum spectrum, averaged over
B± and B0 mesons produced in the Υ (4S) decays [2, 4].
For this fit, we need predictions for the shape of the
B → Xueν spectrum. We have employed and studied
four different QCD calculations based on the heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [3]. The upper limit of the fitted range
of the momentum spectrum is fixed at 3.5 GeV/c, while
the lower limit extends down to 0.8 GeV/c, covering up
to 90% of the total signal electron spectrum. From the
fitted spectrum we derive the partial BF for charmless
B → Xueν decays and extract the CKM element |Vub|.
While the experimental sensitivity to the B → Xueν
spectrum and to |Vub| is primarily determined from the
spectrum above 2.1 GeV/c, due to very large backgrounds
at lower momenta, the uncertainties for the theoretical
predictions are largest in the region near the kinematic
endpoint. Studies of the impact of various theoretical
predictions on the measurements are presented.

Measurements of the total inclusive lepton spectrum in
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Conclusion

• B→D* l ν analysis 2018 from Belle (published in PRD) 

• Tested both CLN and BGL parameterisation  

• B→µ ν analysis 2019 (presented at EPS), to be submitted to PRD soon 

• Measurements are coming up from Belle on inclusive |Vub| 

• Belle II will collect ~ 50ab-1 data 

• Measurement at |Vcb| at zero recoil, more stats required. 

• Precise model independent measurement of |Vcb| and |Vub|

�23

|Vcb| x 103 =  38.4 ± 0.6 CLN  
|Vcb| x 103 =  38.3 ± 0.8 BGL

Florian Bernlochner EPS-HEP 2019 — Ghent, Belgium !28

Results: 

10

FIG. 5. The b ! u ` ⌫` control region fit is shown: Category
I is defined as all events with cos⇥Bµ > 0 and category II
with cos⇥Bµ < 0.

With these events we carry out a two component fit, de-697

termining the yields of B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ signal and contin-698

uum events. This allows us to evaluate if the classifier se-699

lection could cause a sculpting of the background shape,700

which in turn would result in an erroneous spurious sig-701

nal. The low number of events passing the selection does702

not allow to further categorize the events using angular703

information as only 39 o↵-resonance events pass the se-704

lection. We fit 37 ± 10 background events and 1.8 ± 7705

signal events.706

VIII. RESULTS707

In Figure 6 the muon momentum spectrum in the B708

rest frame pBµ for the four signal categories is shown. The709

selected data events were used to maximize the likeli-710

hood Eq. 11: in total 4 ⇥ 22 bins with a 4 ⇥ 132 NPs711

parameterizing systematic uncertainties are determined.712

In Appendix A a full breakdown of the NP pulls is given.713

The recorded collision data is shown as data points and714

the fitted B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ signal and background compo-715

nents are displayed as colored histograms. The size of716

the systematic uncertainties is shown on the histograms717

as a hatched bands. We observe for the B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ718

branching fraction a value of719

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = (5.3± 2.0± 0.9)⇥ 10�7

, (24)

with the first uncertainty denoting the statistical error720

and the second is from systematics. Figure 7 shows the721

profile likelihood ratio ⇤(⌫
sig

) (cf. Eq. 14). Assuming722

that all bins are described with approximative Gaussian723

errors and including systematics with their full covari-724

ance, we calculate a �

2 value of 58.8 with 84 degrees of725

freedom using the the predicted and observed bin values.726

The observed significance over the background only hy-727

pothesis using the one-sided test statistics Eq. 16 is 2.8728

standard deviations. This is in agreement with the me-729

dian SM expectation of 2.4+0.8
�0.9 standard deviations, cf.730

Section V.731

From the observed branching fraction we determine in732

combination with the B meson decay constant fB a value733

for the CKM matrix element |Vub|. Using fB = 184 ± 4734

MeV [1] we find735

|Vub| =
⇣
4.4+0.8

�0.9 ± 0.4± 0.1
⌘
⇥ 10�3

, (25)

where the first uncertainty is the statistical error, the736

second from systematics and the third from theory. This737

value is compatible with both exclusive and inclusive738

measurements of |Vub| [4].739

Due to the low significance of the observed B

+ !740

µ

+

⌫µ signal, we calculate Bayesian and Frequentist up-741

per limits of the branching fraction. We convert the likeli-742

hood into a Bayesian probability density function (PDF)743

using the procedure detailed in Section V and Eq. 19:744

Figure 9 shows the one-dimensional PDF, which was ob-745

tained using a flat prior in the partial branching fraction.746

The resulting Bayesian upper limit for B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ at747

90% confidence level (CL) is748

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) < 8.9⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL . (26)

The Frequentist upper limit is determined using fits to749

ensembles of Asimov data sets with NPs shifted to the ob-750

served best fit values. Figure 9 shows the corresponding751

Frequentist Likelihood, for convenience also converted752

into a PDF (blue dotted line) and the resulting upper753

limit at 90% CL is754

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) < 8.6⇥ 10�7 at 90% CL . (27)

The observed branching fraction is used to constrain755

the allowed parameter space of the two Higgs doublet756

model (2HDM) of type II and type III. In these mod-757

els the presence of a charged Higgs bosons as a new758

mediator with specific couplings would modify the ob-759

served branching fraction, cf. Figure 1. The e↵ect of the760

charged Higgs boson in the type II model is included in761

the expected B

+ ! µ

+

⌫µ branching fraction by modify-762

ing Eq. 1 according to Ref. [44] to763

B(B+ ! µ

+

⌫µ) = BSM ⇥
 
1� m

2

B tan2 �

m

2

H
+

!
2

(28)

Will become very  
interesting with Belle II
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Thank you 
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BACKUP
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Untagged Measurement: Initial 4 
momentum known, missing 4-
momentum = ν 
Reconstructed B → Xq lν 
Other side information to constrain 
signal B flight direction  
Pro:  High efficiency     
Con: Low purity, large background 

PIC 2019 Eiasha WAHEED

Experimental Measurements at Belle

�26

Tagged Measurement: One B 
reconstructed completely in a known 
b→c,u mode without ν.  “B-meson 
Beam” 
Pro:  High purity, very small 
background.   
Con: Low Efficiency, large stat. errors    

⌥(4S) BB̄

D⇤

`+

⌫`

D+

⇡+

⇡+

⇡+

⇡�

K�

⇡+

Tag Side 

Signal

⌥(4S) BB̄

D⇤

`+

⌫`

Rest to reconstruct v

Signal
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Extraction of |Vcb| from BGL

• Simultaneous fit of 1D projections of  w, cosθl, cosθv,     to extract the  
coefficients of the BGL expansion (up to 3rd order) and F(1)|Vcb|
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62 CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

D

0 candidate vertices are selected if the ‰

2 probability of the fit is greater than 10≠3 as

shown in Fig. 5.6. The reconstructed mass of the D

0 is constrained to lie within a 3‡

range from the accepted PDG value as shown in the Fig. 5.7. The standard deviation

value is found to be 4.5 MeV/c

2, as calculated using real data. For reconstruction of the
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed D0 mass distribution distribution and the dashed line
show 3‡ mass window.
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0 candidate is combined with a charged slow pion, fi
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s . This slow pion

is reconstructed with low e�ciency, due to its very low momentum and doesn’t need to

satisfy the impact parameter cuts or SVD hit requirement. To minimise the qq̄ continuum,

the centre-of-mass frame momentum of the D

ú must be less then 2.45 GeV/c as shown in

Fig. 5.15. For final analysis signal selection, the mass di�erence (� M) between D
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Belle Un-tagged Measurement 2018
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Phys. Rev. D 100, 052007

• Major source of Background B → D** l ν  
• BF not known precisely  
• Disentangle D* from D** states using cos θ(Β,D*l)

• D** decay to D*→ could mimic signal (very poorly understood)

Heavy Quarks and Leptons Melbourne 2008      Phillip Urquijo
6

BUT, Heavy Quark Symmetry also predicts Γ(B→ Narrow l ν) >> Γ(B→ Broad l ν)

New BaBar and Belle measurements seem to defy this, eluding to a non-negligible 
contribution from non-resonant decay.

The Xc system 
In addition to the well measured Δ-like D(*) components are the D** , P-wave excitations of D-mesons. 
⇒HQET predicts four D** mesons: 2 narrow and 2 wide, all observed in hadronic B decays. 

The components of the Xc system are not 
yet fully understood.

The hadronic XThe hadronic Xcc systemsystem

!"#

$!#

! !%#

??

&

&'

&''

HQET:

GroundGround

statesstates
BroadBroad

statesstates
NarrowNarrow

statesstates

for L=1 " jq=1/2, jq=3/2

A. OyangurenEPS ‘05 - Lisboa 4

21%

BR(B→Xcl ν)~10.5%

54%

~25%

The hadronic XThe hadronic Xcc systemsystem
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HQET:

GroundGround

statesstates
BroadBroad

statesstates
NarrowNarrow

statesstates
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(hep-ex/0307021, hep-ex/0611054)

BR[%] HFAG 
ave.

B0 B+

Inclusive -    
Σ Exclusive

2.08 ± 0.34 1.62 ± 0.42

6
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Measurement of spectra, correlations

• “Forward folding” rather than 
unfolding is proposed - avoids 
smearing effect from unfolded 
spectra. 

• Yields (Nmeasured), efficiencies (ε), 
Erorrs (σ) 

• Detector response (R) 

• Stat correlation (ρstat) 

• Systematics correlations (ρsys)

�29
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TABLE VI. Fit results for the electron and muon subsamples in the BGL parametrization where the following parameters are
floated: ãf

0

, ãf
1

, ãF1
1

, ãF1
2

, ãg
0

along with F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

(derived from ãf
0

). The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the
statistical errors only.

e µ

ãf
0

⇥ 102 �0.0507 ± 0.0005 �0.0505 ± 0.0006

ãf
1

⇥ 102 �0.0673 ± 0.0220 �0.0626 ± 0.0252

ãF1
1

⇥ 102 �0.0292 ± 0.0086 �0.0247 ± 0.0096

ãF1
2

⇥ 102 +0.3407 ± 0.1674 +0.3123 ± 0.1871

ãg
0

⇥ 102 �0.0864 ± 0.0024 �0.0994 ± 0.0027

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 35.01 ± 0.31 34.84 ± 0.35

�2/ndf 48/35 43/35

p-value 0.08 0.26

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.91 ± 0.02 4.88 ± 0.03

TABLE VII. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the BGL parametrization.

ãf
0

ãf
1

ãF
1

ãF
2

ãg
0

ãf
0

+1.000 �0.790 �0.775 +0.669 �0.038

ãf
1

+1.000 +0.472 �0.411 �0.406

ãF
1

+1.000 �0.981 +0.071

ãF
2

+1.000 �0.057

ãg
0

+1.000

position uncertainty is estimated based on uncer-
tainties of the branching fractions: ±6% for B̄ !
D

1

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`, ±12% for B̄ ! D⇤
2

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`,
±24% for B̄ ! D0

1

(! D⇤⇡⇡)`⌫̄` and ±17% for
B̄ ! D⇤

0

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`. If the experimentally-
measured branching fractions are not applicable,
we vary the branching fractions continuously from
0% to 200% in the MC expectation. We estimate
an uncertainty arising from the LLSW model pa-
rameters by changing the correction factors within
the parameter uncertainties.

• The relative number of B0B̄0 meson pairs com-
pared to B+B� pairs collected by Belle has a
small uncertainty and a↵ects only the relative com-
position of cross-feed signal events from B+ and
B0 decays. The fraction f

+�/f
00

= B(⌥(4S) !
B+B�)/B(⌥(4S) ! B0B̄0) is varied within its un-
certainty [24].

The uncertainties that only a↵ect the overall normal-
ization are: the tracking e�ciency for high momentum
tracks, the branching fraction B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and
B(D0 ! K�⇡+), the total number of ⌥(4S) events in
the sample, and the B0 lifetime.

VIII. DIFFERENTIAL DATA

In addition to the fit results, we report all necessary
data required to perform fits to any choice of form factor
parametrization. Specifically we report the background
subtracted di↵erential yields (N

obs

) with the statistical
error and the signal e�ciency (✏) in Table X. The sys-
tematic uncertainties in each measured bin are given in
Tables XI - XIV, the detector response matrices (R) are
given in Tables XV - XVIII for electrons and XIX - XXII
for muons. The statistical uncertainty correlations (⇢stat)
between measured bins are given in Tables XXIII - XXVI
for electrons and XXVII - XXX for muons. The sys-
tematic uncertainty correlations (⇢sys) between measured
bins are given in Tables XXXI - XXXIV.

The correlations between systematic errors in pairs of
bins of (w, cos ✓`, cos ✓

v

, �) are determined using a toy
MC approach, described in Sec. VII. The total covari-
ance, for use in the �2 minimization function [Eq. 25] is
defined as

Covij = ⇢statij �stat

i �stat

j + ⇢sysij �sys

i �sys

j . (30)

As we provide only the background subtracted di↵eren-
tial distributions, the expected yield in Eq. (25) becomes

N exp.
i =

40X

j=1

(Rij✏jN
theory

j ). (31)

The distributions in w, cos ✓`, cos ✓
v

and � are divided
into 10 bins of equal width where the width of each distri-
bution is equal to 0.05, 0.2, 0.2 and 2⇡

10

respectively. The
bins are labeled with a common index i where i = 1,...,40.
The bins i = 1,...,10 correspond to the 10 bins of w dis-
tribution with bin ranging from w = 1.0 to w = 1.50, i =
11,...,20 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓` distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓` = �1.0 to cos ✓` = +1.0, i =
21,...,30 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓

v

distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓

v

= �1.0 to cos ✓
v

= +1.0 and
i = 31,...,40 correspond to the 10 bins of � distribution
with the bin ranging from � = �⇡ to � = ⇡.
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TABLE VI. Fit results for the electron and muon subsamples in the BGL parametrization where the following parameters are
floated: ãf

0

, ãf
1

, ãF1
1

, ãF1
2

, ãg
0

along with F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

(derived from ãf
0

). The p-value corresponds to the �2/ndf using the
statistical errors only.

e µ

ãf
0

⇥ 102 �0.0507 ± 0.0005 �0.0505 ± 0.0006

ãf
1

⇥ 102 �0.0673 ± 0.0220 �0.0626 ± 0.0252

ãF1
1

⇥ 102 �0.0292 ± 0.0086 �0.0247 ± 0.0096

ãF1
2

⇥ 102 +0.3407 ± 0.1674 +0.3123 ± 0.1871

ãg
0

⇥ 102 �0.0864 ± 0.0024 �0.0994 ± 0.0027

F(1)|Vcb|⌘EW

⇥ 103 35.01 ± 0.31 34.84 ± 0.35

�2/ndf 48/35 43/35

p-value 0.08 0.26

B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%] 4.91 ± 0.02 4.88 ± 0.03

TABLE VII. Statistical correlation matrix of the fit to the full
sample in the BGL parametrization.

ãf
0

ãf
1

ãF
1

ãF
2

ãg
0

ãf
0

+1.000 �0.790 �0.775 +0.669 �0.038

ãf
1

+1.000 +0.472 �0.411 �0.406

ãF
1

+1.000 �0.981 +0.071

ãF
2

+1.000 �0.057

ãg
0

+1.000
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tainties of the branching fractions: ±6% for B̄ !
D

1

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`, ±12% for B̄ ! D⇤
2

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`,
±24% for B̄ ! D0

1

(! D⇤⇡⇡)`⌫̄` and ±17% for
B̄ ! D⇤

0

(! D⇤⇡)`⌫̄`. If the experimentally-
measured branching fractions are not applicable,
we vary the branching fractions continuously from
0% to 200% in the MC expectation. We estimate
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the parameter uncertainties.
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B0 decays. The fraction f

+�/f
00

= B(⌥(4S) !
B+B�)/B(⌥(4S) ! B0B̄0) is varied within its un-
certainty [24].

The uncertainties that only a↵ect the overall normal-
ization are: the tracking e�ciency for high momentum
tracks, the branching fraction B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+) and
B(D0 ! K�⇡+), the total number of ⌥(4S) events in
the sample, and the B0 lifetime.

VIII. DIFFERENTIAL DATA

In addition to the fit results, we report all necessary
data required to perform fits to any choice of form factor
parametrization. Specifically we report the background
subtracted di↵erential yields (N

obs

) with the statistical
error and the signal e�ciency (✏) in Table X. The sys-
tematic uncertainties in each measured bin are given in
Tables XI - XIV, the detector response matrices (R) are
given in Tables XV - XVIII for electrons and XIX - XXII
for muons. The statistical uncertainty correlations (⇢stat)
between measured bins are given in Tables XXIII - XXVI
for electrons and XXVII - XXX for muons. The sys-
tematic uncertainty correlations (⇢sys) between measured
bins are given in Tables XXXI - XXXIV.

The correlations between systematic errors in pairs of
bins of (w, cos ✓`, cos ✓

v

, �) are determined using a toy
MC approach, described in Sec. VII. The total covari-
ance, for use in the �2 minimization function [Eq. 25] is
defined as

Covij = ⇢statij �stat

i �stat

j + ⇢sysij �sys

i �sys

j . (30)

As we provide only the background subtracted di↵eren-
tial distributions, the expected yield in Eq. (25) becomes

N exp.
i =

40X

j=1

(Rij✏jN
theory

j ). (31)

The distributions in w, cos ✓`, cos ✓
v

and � are divided
into 10 bins of equal width where the width of each distri-
bution is equal to 0.05, 0.2, 0.2 and 2⇡
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respectively. The
bins are labeled with a common index i where i = 1,...,40.
The bins i = 1,...,10 correspond to the 10 bins of w dis-
tribution with bin ranging from w = 1.0 to w = 1.50, i =
11,...,20 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓` distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓` = �1.0 to cos ✓` = +1.0, i =
21,...,30 correspond to the 10 bins of cos ✓

v

distribution
with bin ranging from cos ✓

v

= �1.0 to cos ✓
v

= +1.0 and
i = 31,...,40 correspond to the 10 bins of � distribution
with the bin ranging from � = �⇡ to � = ⇡.
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TABLE X. Background subtracted signal yield and selection e�ciency in the 40 bins defined in Sec. VIII. The left (right) part
of the table is for the electron (muon) mode. Only the statistical uncertainties are quoted.

Bin Yield E�ciency (%) Yield E�ciency (%)

1 1421 ± 41 2.72 ± 0.02 1494 ± 43 2.68 ± 0.02

2 5319 ± 85 5.72 ± 0.02 5062 ± 89 5.66 ± 0.02

3 8563 ± 113 7.70 ± 0.03 8385 ± 120 7.66 ± 0.03

4 10685 ± 129 9.10 ± 0.03 10734 ± 142 9.05 ± 0.03

5 11971 ± 156 10.03 ± 0.03 11961 ± 159 9.91 ± 0.03

6 12275 ± 167 10.61 ± 0.03 12090 ± 167 10.43 ± 0.03

7 11888 ± 166 10.74 ± 0.03 11803 ± 168 10.60 ± 0.03

8 11096 ± 151 10.67 ± 0.03 10501 ± 155 10.52 ± 0.03

9 9751 ± 159 10.23 ± 0.03 9378 ± 160 10.04 ± 0.03

10 7770 ± 215 9.10 ± 0.03 7673 ± 213 9.14 ± 0.03

11 1305 ± 79 3.12 ± 0.03 1240 ± 95 3.16 ± 0.03

12 2650 ± 142 3.97 ± 0.02 1983 ± 110 3.52 ± 0.02

13 4902 ± 154 5.73 ± 0.02 3971 ± 150 5.19 ± 0.02

14 8295 ± 172 7.96 ± 0.03 7365 ± 193 7.59 ± 0.03

15 10748 ± 187 9.31 ± 0.03 9841 ± 213 9.10 ± 0.03

16 12118 ± 182 9.85 ± 0.03 11893 ± 190 9.78 ± 0.03

17 12681 ± 219 10.23 ± 0.03 12646 ± 181 10.27 ± 0.03

18 13282 ± 157 10.59 ± 0.03 13663 ± 149 10.43 ± 0.03

19 13133 ± 152 11.06 ± 0.03 13659 ± 143 11.00 ± 0.03

20 11624 ± 119 11.21 ± 0.03 12820 ± 123 11.36 ± 0.03

21 16815 ± 195 11.72 ± 0.03 15991 ± 205 11.54 ± 0.03

22 13427 ± 180 11.52 ± 0.03 13157 ± 177 11.43 ± 0.03

23 10797 ± 152 11.35 ± 0.03 10533 ± 159 11.14 ± 0.03

24 8706 ± 139 10.88 ± 0.04 8574 ± 147 10.74 ± 0.04

25 7227 ± 133 10.20 ± 0.04 7353 ± 137 10.09 ± 0.04

26 6802 ± 127 9.34 ± 0.04 6599 ± 127 9.29 ± 0.04

27 6477 ± 122 8.29 ± 0.03 6515 ± 122 8.25 ± 0.03

28 6518 ± 123 7.16 ± 0.03 6614 ± 129 7.10 ± 0.03

29 6920 ± 122 6.05 ± 0.02 6832 ± 123 5.97 ± 0.02

30 7050 ± 114 4.82 ± 0.02 6914 ± 119 4.72 ± 0.02

31 7286 ± 142 8.60 ± 0.03 7361 ± 146 8.51 ± 0.03

32 9173 ± 140 8.74 ± 0.03 8923 ± 146 8.67 ± 0.03

33 10279 ± 146 8.96 ± 0.03 10466 ± 146 8.82 ± 0.03

34 9892 ± 143 9.30 ± 0.03 9540 ± 149 9.15 ± 0.03

35 8443 ± 142 9.81 ± 0.03 8319 ± 144 9.70 ± 0.03

36 8745 ± 132 9.82 ± 0.03 8197 ± 140 9.73 ± 0.03

37 9808 ± 144 9.33 ± 0.03 9661 ± 144 9.20 ± 0.03

38 10505 ± 144 9.00 ± 0.03 10162 ± 145 8.83 ± 0.03

39 9089 ± 141 8.77 ± 0.03 9062 ± 148 8.62 ± 0.03

40 7518 ± 137 8.59 ± 0.03 7391 ± 142 8.54 ± 0.03

Electrons Muons

21

TABLE XV. Response matrix R for observable w for the electron mode. The bins are defined in Sec. VIII.

Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.803 0.053 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 0.197 0.778 0.098 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 0.000 0.168 0.717 0.126 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4 0.000 0.001 0.182 0.667 0.149 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

5 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.199 0.626 0.167 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000

6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.207 0.592 0.177 0.015 0.000 0.000

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.215 0.575 0.183 0.018 0.000

8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.213 0.567 0.186 0.017

9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.024 0.214 0.598 0.186

10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.198 0.797

TABLE XVI. Response matrix R for observable cos ✓` for the electron mode. The bins are defined in Sec. VIII.

Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.961 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 0.038 0.952 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 0.000 0.021 0.948 0.041 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4 0.000 0.001 0.023 0.918 0.067 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000

5 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.040 0.871 0.097 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.000

6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.060 0.817 0.129 0.006 0.001 0.000

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.082 0.758 0.164 0.007 0.001

8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.106 0.698 0.196 0.008

9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.128 0.657 0.212

10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.137 0.777

TABLE XVII. Response matrix R for observable cos ✓
v

for the electron mode. The bins are defined in Sec. VIII.

Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.918 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 0.082 0.806 0.095 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

3 0.000 0.115 0.761 0.101 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4 0.000 0.001 0.141 0.735 0.105 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

5 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.160 0.719 0.100 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000

6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.170 0.722 0.093 0.001 0.000 0.000

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.173 0.738 0.080 0.001 0.000

8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.166 0.771 0.072 0.000

9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.147 0.819 0.064

10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.108 0.936

W reco
R

W true
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TABLE VIII. Systematic uncertainty breakdown for F(1)|Vcb|, branching fraction and form factor parameters in the CLN
parameterization.

Source ⇢2 R1(1) R2(1) F(1)|Vcb| [%] B(B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫`) [%]

Slow pion e�ciency 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.65 1.29

Lepton ID combined 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.68 1.38

B(B ! D⇤⇤`⌫) 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.26 0.52

B ! D⇤⇤`⌫ form factors 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.11 0.22

f+�/f00 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.52 1.06

Fake e/µ 0.004 0.006 0.001 0.11 0.21

Continuum norm. 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.03 0.06

K/⇡ ID < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.39 0.77

Fast track e�ciency - - - 0.53 1.05

N⌥(4S) - - - 0.68 1.37

B0 lifetime - - - 0.13 0.26

B(D⇤+ ! D0⇡+
s ) - - - 0.37 0.74

B(D0 ! K⇡) - - - 0.51 1.02

Total systematic error 0.008 0.009 0.007 1.60 3.21

where the first error is statistical and the second is sys-
tematic. The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the
electron and muon identification uncertainties, as all oth-
ers cancel in the ratio. This is the most stringent test of
LFU in B decays to date. This result is consistent with
unity.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a new study by the Belle
experiment of B0 ! D⇤�`+⌫` decay. We present the
most precise measurement of |Vcb| from exclusive decays,
and the first direct measurement using the BGL param-
eterization. The BGL parameterization gives a value for
|Vcb| consistent with the CLN parameterization, hence
the tension remain with the value from inclusive ap-
proach [3, 30–32]. We also place stringent bounds on lep-
ton flavor universality, as the semi-electronic and semi-
muonic branching fractions have been observed to con-
sistent with each other.
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• Theory input: OPE  
• High background b→clv background  

• Must select phase space region 
(Mx,q2,pl) to enhance B→u signal  

• Need theoretical input to extrapolate to 
full rate 

Measuring |Vub|
• |Vub| is measured using (semi-)leptonic decays.
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Figure 6.5.: The distributions of Cout and cos �Bµ . The distributions are split into separate
samples to maximize the Likelihood ratio L

S+B

L
B

when the signal extraction is
performed on an Asimov data sample.

with the mean µA and the standard deviation ‡A, which can be determined on Asimov
data sets. The upper limit is thus determined by finding the expected number of events
µA, for which the integral in Equation (6.16) is equal to the confidence level.

The two di�erent limits provide two di�erent statements about the observed result. The
Bayesian statement is: Given the observed data and the assumption that there exists a
signal, the true signal yield is below the stated upper limit with a probability of at least 0.9.
The Frequentist statement is: If the signal yield would have been larger than the stated
upper limit, then the process would have been observed with a probability of at least 0.9.

6.6. Categorization
The signal extraction was performed in four di�erent mutual exclusive categories. A grid
search was performed to search for an optimal split of the signal in the following variables:
The classifier output Cout, which was introduced in Section 4.2.2, and the angle between
the momentum of the Bsig and the muon cos �Bµ , which was introduced in Section 4.1.2.
Figure 6.5 shows the variables Cout and cos �Bµ before the categorization.

For each tuple of possible cut values, the Likelihood ratio L
S+B

L
B

is determined neglecting
systematic uncertainties. The chosen categorization, which was found by maximizing the
Likelihood ratio, is given in Table 6.1.

In principle, the grid search can be performed including systematic uncertainties when
calculating the Likelihood ratio. However, for each point in the parameter space, the
systematic uncertainties would have to be determined anew, resulting in a computationally
costly problem. The dominating uncertainty on the final signal extraction originates from
the limited number of recorded events. This indicates that omitting the systematics in this
optimization has only a small e�ect on the overall result.

6.7. Validation
The fit is performed on di�erent control data samples to validate the signal extraction.
The test for closure is performed on an Asimov data sample where the measured data
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Figure 4.8.: The di�erence in event topology for resonant and non-resonant interactions in
the center-of-mass reference frame. (left) Continuum event. (right) �(4S) event.
In the case of a continuum event, the momenta are distributed back-to-back,
whereas in the case of the �(4S) event the B mesons, created in the decay of
the �(4S), are almost at rest. The momenta of the B meson decay products
are isotropically distributed. The di�erence in these two event topologies can
be quantified with e.g. the Cleo Cones. Figure adapted from [29].

There are several concepts to quantify the di�erence in the event shape of continuum events
and �(4S) decays, which can be used for a topological discrimination of the two. They are
discussed in [3] and briefly summarized in the following. Each event consists of a set of N
particles with momenta pi, with i œ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

Thrust
The thrust T is defined as as

T =
qN

i=1 |T · pi|qN
i=1 |pi|

, (4.5)

with the thrust axis T, which is defined as the unit vector along which the projection of
all momenta is maximal. The thrust takes values between 1/2 and 1 with a continuum
event corresponding to T æ 1 and an �(4S) event corresponding to T æ 1/2.

cos ◊B
The angle between the momentum of the reconstructed B meson and the beam
axis is cos ◊B and 1 ≠ cos2 ◊B distributed. This distribution originates from the spin
1 æ 0 0 decay of the �(4S). For continuum events, the distribution is flat, because
the B-candidate is created from random combinations of tracks.

Cleo Cones
The Cleo Cones are defined along the thrust axis with opening angles of � œ
[◊, ◊ + 10] deg. The value of Cleo Cone i is the total momentum flow of all particles
within given cone i. For continuum events the momentum flow is clustered in the
Cleo Cones with small opening angles.

Fox Wolfram Moments
The Fox Wolfram moments describe the phase-space distribution of energy and
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FIG. 2. The signal resolution of B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ is compared
for signal events reconstructed in the c.m. (p⇤µ) and the signal

B rest frame (pBµ ).
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In order to validate the quality of the inclusive tag re-406

construction and rule out possible biases introduced by407

the calibration method, we study the hadronic two-body408

decay of B

+ ! D
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+ with D

0 ! K
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�. Due to409

the absence of any neutrino in this decay, we are able410

to fully reconstruct the B

+ four-vector and boost the411

prompt ⇡+ in its frame of rest. Alternatively, we use the412

ROE, as outlined in the previous section, to reconstruct413

the very same information. Comparing the results from414

both allows us to determine if the calibration introduces415

potential biases and do also validate the signal resolu-416

tion predicted in the simulation. In addition, we use this417

data set to test the validity of the continuum suppres-418

sion and the data-driven continuum corrections outlined419
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We reconstruct the B
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+ with D
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using the same impact parameter requirements used in422

the B
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⌫µ analysis. For the prompt ⇡+ candidate423

we require a momentum of more than 2.1 GeV in the424

TABLE II. The definition of the four signal categories is
shown.

Category C
out

cos⇥Bµ Signal E�ciency

I [0.98,1.00) [-0.13,1.00) 6.5%

II [0.98,1.00) [-1.00,-0.13) 5.9%

III [0.93,0.98) [0.04,1.00) 7.1%

IV [0.93,0.98) [-1.00,0.04) 8.3%

TABLE III. The cumulative selection e�ciencies of B+ !
µ+ ⌫µ signal decays and dominant background processes
throughout the selection is listed. For details about the vari-
ous selection steps see text.

E�ciency B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ b ! u ` ⌫` Continuum

B B̄ & Muon reco. 99% 10% 0.9%

ROE Presel. 55% 1.4% 0.03%
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Figure 6.5.: The distributions of Cout and cos �Bµ . The distributions are split into separate
samples to maximize the Likelihood ratio L

S+B

L
B

when the signal extraction is
performed on an Asimov data sample.

with the mean µA and the standard deviation ‡A, which can be determined on Asimov
data sets. The upper limit is thus determined by finding the expected number of events
µA, for which the integral in Equation (6.16) is equal to the confidence level.

The two di�erent limits provide two di�erent statements about the observed result. The
Bayesian statement is: Given the observed data and the assumption that there exists a
signal, the true signal yield is below the stated upper limit with a probability of at least 0.9.
The Frequentist statement is: If the signal yield would have been larger than the stated
upper limit, then the process would have been observed with a probability of at least 0.9.

6.6. Categorization
The signal extraction was performed in four di�erent mutual exclusive categories. A grid
search was performed to search for an optimal split of the signal in the following variables:
The classifier output Cout, which was introduced in Section 4.2.2, and the angle between
the momentum of the Bsig and the muon cos �Bµ , which was introduced in Section 4.1.2.
Figure 6.5 shows the variables Cout and cos �Bµ before the categorization.

For each tuple of possible cut values, the Likelihood ratio L
S+B

L
B

is determined neglecting
systematic uncertainties. The chosen categorization, which was found by maximizing the
Likelihood ratio, is given in Table 6.1.

In principle, the grid search can be performed including systematic uncertainties when
calculating the Likelihood ratio. However, for each point in the parameter space, the
systematic uncertainties would have to be determined anew, resulting in a computationally
costly problem. The dominating uncertainty on the final signal extraction originates from
the limited number of recorded events. This indicates that omitting the systematics in this
optimization has only a small e�ect on the overall result.

6.7. Validation
The fit is performed on di�erent control data samples to validate the signal extraction.
The test for closure is performed on an Asimov data sample where the measured data
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Figure 4.8.: The di�erence in event topology for resonant and non-resonant interactions in
the center-of-mass reference frame. (left) Continuum event. (right) �(4S) event.
In the case of a continuum event, the momenta are distributed back-to-back,
whereas in the case of the �(4S) event the B mesons, created in the decay of
the �(4S), are almost at rest. The momenta of the B meson decay products
are isotropically distributed. The di�erence in these two event topologies can
be quantified with e.g. the Cleo Cones. Figure adapted from [29].

There are several concepts to quantify the di�erence in the event shape of continuum events
and �(4S) decays, which can be used for a topological discrimination of the two. They are
discussed in [3] and briefly summarized in the following. Each event consists of a set of N
particles with momenta pi, with i œ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

Thrust
The thrust T is defined as as

T =
qN

i=1 |T · pi|qN
i=1 |pi|

, (4.5)

with the thrust axis T, which is defined as the unit vector along which the projection of
all momenta is maximal. The thrust takes values between 1/2 and 1 with a continuum
event corresponding to T æ 1 and an �(4S) event corresponding to T æ 1/2.

cos ◊B
The angle between the momentum of the reconstructed B meson and the beam
axis is cos ◊B and 1 ≠ cos2 ◊B distributed. This distribution originates from the spin
1 æ 0 0 decay of the �(4S). For continuum events, the distribution is flat, because
the B-candidate is created from random combinations of tracks.

Cleo Cones
The Cleo Cones are defined along the thrust axis with opening angles of � œ
[◊, ◊ + 10] deg. The value of Cleo Cone i is the total momentum flow of all particles
within given cone i. For continuum events the momentum flow is clustered in the
Cleo Cones with small opening angles.

Fox Wolfram Moments
The Fox Wolfram moments describe the phase-space distribution of energy and
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FIG. 2. The signal resolution of B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ is compared
for signal events reconstructed in the c.m. (p⇤µ) and the signal

B rest frame (pBµ ).
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ROE, as outlined in the previous section, to reconstruct413
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both allows us to determine if the calibration introduces415

potential biases and do also validate the signal resolu-416
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shown.

Category C
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I [0.98,1.00) [-0.13,1.00) 6.5%
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FIG. 2. The signal resolution of B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ is compared
for signal events reconstructed in the c.m. (p⇤µ) and the signal

B rest frame (pBµ ).
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for signal events reconstructed in the c.m. (p⇤µ) and the signal

B rest frame (pBµ ).
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2 [0.93, 0.98), which390

help separate b ! u ` ⌫` and continuum processes from391
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⌫µ signal decays. Table II summarizes the four392

categories. The chosen cut values were determined using393
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�. Due to409

the absence of any neutrino in this decay, we are able410
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prompt ⇡+ in its frame of rest. Alternatively, we use the412

ROE, as outlined in the previous section, to reconstruct413

the very same information. Comparing the results from414

both allows us to determine if the calibration introduces415
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FIG. 2. The signal resolution of B+ ! µ+ ⌫µ is compared
for signal events reconstructed in the c.m. (p⇤µ) and the signal

B rest frame (pBµ ).
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Four Signal CategoriesB ! µ⌫µ: Fit on Data
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• Reconstruct  Bsignal

• Rest of event used to 
reconstruct other B

• NN for signal & 
background separation. 

• 2D fit b/w  p*µ & NNout

• SM prediction from  
B→π lν |Vub| value.
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untagged

• Theoretically very clean
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B ! µ⌫

1 B ! µ⌫ using an untagged technique

Belle 711 fb�1 arXiv:1712.04123 [hep-ex], submitted to PRL
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Leptonic simplest and cleanest B decay

Assuming a massless neutrino, in the SM:

B(B+ ! `+⌫`) =
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F

m
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: CKM matrix element
f
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: decay constant obtained from theory (LQCD)
⌧
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: lifetime of B-meson.

` = e, µ, ⌧

Rarity makes these decays
sensitive to BSM physics
e.g. H± (from 2HDM) in
B ! ⌧⌫⌧ decay.
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b̄

u ⌧+
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B+
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3

We report the result of a search for the decay B

� ! µ

�
⌫̄µ. The signal events are selected

based on the presence of a high momentum muon and the topology of the rest of the event showing
properties of a generic B-meson decay, as well as the missing energy and momentum being consistent
with the hypothesis of a neutrino from the signal decay. We find a 2.4 standard deviation excess
above background including systematic uncertainties, which corresponds to a branching fraction of
B(B� ! µ

�
⌫̄µ) = (6.46± 2.22± 1.60)⇥ 10�7 or a frequentist 90% confidence level interval on the

B

� ! µ

�
⌫̄µ branching fraction of [2.9, 10.7] ⇥ 10�7. This result is obtained from a 711 fb�1 data

sample that contains 772⇥106 BB̄ pairs, collected near the ⌥(4S) resonance with the Belle detector
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e

+
e

� collider.

PACS numbers: 13.20.-v, 14.40.Nd, 12.15.Hh, 12.38.Gc

In the Standard Model (SM), the branching fraction for
the purely leptonic decay of a B

� meson [1], assuming a
massless neutrino, is:

B(B� ! `

�
⌫̄`) =

G

2

FmBm
2

`

8⇡

✓
1� m

2

`

m

2

B

◆
2

f

2

B |Vub|2⌧B ,

(1)
where GF is the Fermi constant, mB and m` are the
masses of the B meson and charged lepton, respectively,
fB is the B-meson decay constant obtained from the-
ory, ⌧B is the lifetime of the B meson and Vub is the
CKM matrix element governing the coupling between u

and b quarks. The FLAG [2] average of lattice QCD
calculations gives fB = 0.186 ± 0.004 GeV, and the
world-average value of ⌧B is 1.638 ± 0.004 ps [3]. For
the value of |Vub|, we repeat the fit procedure described
in Ref. [4], equipped with the most recent lattice QCD
calculation by the FNAL/MILC collaborations [5] that
provides a tight constraint on the hadronic form-factor
f

+

(q2) governing exclusive B̄

0 ! ⇡

+

`

�
⌫̄` decays. The

form-factor parameters for B̄

0 ! ⇡

+

`

�
⌫̄` decay are also

obtained with this procedure. The value of |Vub| thus
obtained is |Vub| ⇥ 103 = 3.736 ± 0.142 with fit quality
�

2 = 47.9 for 45 degrees of freedom. Using these values
as input parameters for Eq. 1, the expected branching
fractions for B� ! `

�
⌫̄` decays are displayed in Table I.

Also shown in the Table are the expected event yields for
B

� ! `

�
⌫̄` decays in the full Belle data set, where we

use B(⌥(4S) ! B

+

B

�) = 0.514± 0.006 [3].

TABLE I: The expected branching fractions and event yields
in the full Belle data sample of 772 ⇥ 106 BB̄ events for the
decay B

� ! `

�
⌫̄`.

` BSM N

Belle
SM

⌧ (8.45± 0.70)⇥ 10�5 (670± 57)⇥ 102

µ (3.80± 0.31)⇥ 10�7 301± 25

e (8.89± 0.73)⇥ 10�12 0.0071± 0.0006

Due to the relatively small theoretical uncertainties
within the SM framework, B� ! `

�
⌫̄` decays are good

candidates for testing SM predictions and searching for
phenomena that might modify them. For instance, the ef-
fects of charged Higgs bosons in two-Higgs-doublet mod-
els of type-II [6], the R-parity-violating Minimal Su-

persymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [7], or lepto-
quarks [8] may significantly change the B� ! `

�
⌫̄` decay

rates.

Moreover, by taking the ratios of purely leptonic B

�

decays, most of the input parameters in Eq. 1 cancel
and very precise values are predicted. Predictions of the
ratios B(B� ! ⌧

�
⌫̄⌧ )/B(B� ! e

�
⌫̄e) and B(B� !

⌧

�
⌫̄⌧ )/B(B� ! µ

�
⌫̄µ) obtained within a general MSSM

at large tan� [9] with heavy squarks [10] deviate from
the SM expectations and the deviation can be as large as
an order of magnitude in the grand unified theory frame-
work [11].

There have been several searches for the decay B

� !
µ

�
⌫̄µ to date [12–16] and no evidence of the decay has

been found, with the most stringent limit of B(B� !
µ

�
⌫̄µ) < 1.0 ⇥ 10�6 at 90% confidence level set by the

BABAR collaboration using an untagged method [14].

In this article, we present a search for the decay
B

� ! µ

�
⌫̄µ that also uses the untagged method. This

study is based on a 711 fb�1 data sample that contains
(772± 11)⇥106 BB̄ pairs, collected with the Belle detec-
tor at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e

+

e

� (3.5 on 8 GeV)
collider [17] operating at the ⌥(4S) resonance.

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spec-
trometer that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD),
a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aero-
gel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like ar-
rangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters (TOF)
and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of CsI(Tl)
crystals (ECL) located inside a superconducting solenoid
coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-
return yoke located outside of the coil is instrumented
to detect K0

L mesons and to identify muons (KLM). The
detector is described in detail elsewhere [18]. Two inner
detector configurations were used. A 2.0 cm beampipe
and a 3-layer silicon vertex detector were used for the first
sample of 152⇥106 BB̄ pairs, while a 1.5 cm beampipe, a
4-layer silicon detector and a small-cell inner drift cham-
ber were used to record the remaining 620 ⇥ 106 BB̄

pairs [19].

The data were collected at a center-of-mass energy of
10.58GeV, corresponding to the ⌥(4S) resonance. The
size of the data sample is equivalent to an integrated lu-
minosity of 711 fb�1. We also utilise a sample of 79 fb�1

1 B ! µ⌫ using an untagged technique

Fit results (consistent with SM)

Fit yield 195± 67

B(B+ ! µ+⌫µ) = (6.46± 2.22± 1.60)⇥ 10�7 ( 2.4 � significance

B(B+ ! µ+⌫µ) 2 [2.9, 10.7]⇥ 10�7 at 90% C.L. ( Expressed as limit

B(B+ ! µ+⌫µ) = (3.80± 0.31)⇥ 10�7 ( SM prediction
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A persistent puzzle in |Vxb| determination

Inclusive Approach  
B→ Xclν 
B→ Xulν

Exclusive Approach  
 Β→ Dlν , Β→ D*lν for |Vcb| 

 Β→ π lν for |Vub|

|Vub| x 10-3
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